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ACUTAs Core Purpose

is to support higher education communications
technology professionals in contributing to the achievement of the strategic mission
of their institutions.

ACUTlt's Core Values are:
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Encouraging and facilitating networking and the sharing of resources
Exhibiting respect for the expression of individual opinions and solutions

Fulfilling

a

commitment to professional development and growth

Advancing the value of communications technologies in higher education
Encouraging volunteerism and individual contribution of members
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Living in a Wireless World
As

if the challenges of VoIP and con-

vergence weren't enough, we are now

of wireIess opportunities. The reality is that
faculty, staff, and students have high
tasked

with making

sense

expectations when it comes to mobility.

in opportunifor us to excel (or not) in a space

These expectations result
ties

to be made in the near future. These
opportunities can be found in three
different wireless services.

infrastructure can support it.

a

student who does not have a cellular
phone, and a quick scan of parking

lots or hallways shows that they are
not afraid to use them. The higher

lot of attention from cellular providfind in this space is keeping up with the level of increase in demand for bandwidth. At the
a

ers, as it should. The challenge that we

i{I&T

Focus meeting recently, the keynote presenter shared AI&T's
predictions for the change in traffic between 2007 and 2011 in terms
of migration from voice (currently the majority of traffic, but fairly
low bandwidth) to data and video (soon to take the lead, but much

all of our campuses but is signiflcant, nonethe1ess.

About 20 years ago, the FCC made instruc-

tional television fixed service (ITFS) frequencies
available to educational entities. Many of us
took advantage of this free offer without truly
knowing what to do with the spectrum once we
had it. The lirst use of this bandwidth for many
ofus was the lease ofthe spectrum to rural
wireless cable television service providers. With
the advent of satellite television, the demand for
this service vanished, which gave us the spectrum back. At the same time that we regained
access to these frequencies, the IEEE came up
with the 802.16 standard, also known as WiMax.
WiMa-x is considered to be the solution to cost-

Many campuses have evaluated distributed antenna systems
(.DAS) as a means to manage this growth. At Texas A&M, we are
currently installing our system, and while it will not result in a large
net gain in revenue (after expenses), we have found it to be a great

tasked

opportunity to construct a sma1l communications building that we
desperately need and an opportunity to augment our single-mode

While we are facing these new challenges, it
is important to remember the insightful information we glean from other ACUTA members.
\4rhen first asked by my administration what
our spectrum is really worth, a quick email to
the listserv provided me with contact informa-

Campus coverage is not the only challenge in the cellular space.
r/y'e have also

recently been challenged by the IRS to figure out how
to report personal use of campus-issued cell phones.
The second wireless service is the campus Wi-Fi network. The
quest for the 100 percent wireless campus has resulted in annual

our campus's progress in achieving
"report cards" tend to make it into major

surveys that track and report
l.his goal. These wireless

national magazines, increasing the exposure.
The challenge in the Wi-Fi space is in selecting a platform that is
manageable and expandable. As the number of laptops on campuses
increases, the ability to add spectrum as we
2002

The third wireless service does not apply to

higher bandwidth demanded). The takeaway for me was that managing support for this growth on campus was critical.

ljber construction. We get the added benefit of knowing that our students will finally get the cellular coverage that they want and deserve.

Wnter

requirement; rather we will need to anticipate
the next set of requirements and hope that our

It is now almost impossible to find

6

out forklift upgrades is a must. Unfortunately,
more bandwidth is not enough, so we add a
few more critical letters (802.1 P-Q-X) as we
prioritize latency-sensitive traffi c and authenticate users. It is apparent that simply getting to
100 percent coverage will not be the end of the

where there are signilicant decisions

The first service is cellular wireless.

education market is getting

the alphabet migration (802.11 A-B-G-N) with-

AC:)TA Jorrnal
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work our way through

effective rural broadband services. We are now

with deciding whether we want to use the

available spectrum to meet our own needs or

if we are better off leasing out the spectrum to
service providers.

tion from universities that were ahead of us in
this area and whose advice I always respect (you
know who you are, but I will protect your identity). Quoting from the classic movie GalarT
Quest, "What doesn't kill us makes us stronger," I have found that ACUTA has helped me
personally to make sense of the wireless options,

making me stronger and avoiding the alternative, less attractive option.
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ConnectKentucky Brings Broadband Access to
Rural Areas
ACUTAs primary purpose is about supporting communications technology
professionals in furthering the missions

of their institutions. Public service to the
community outside of campus boundaries
is often an important component of that
mission. Occasionally, we have the oppor-

tunity to highlight outstanding examples
of public service by ACUTA members and
others in the information and communica-

example of an innovative public-private

partnership that has brought broadband

2,000 computers in the homes of disadvan-

ConnectKentucky is a successful

access

to over 94 percent ofthe population

in the state where ACUTAs headquarters
is located. By focusing on both the supply

side (building the infrastructure to provide

to broadband service) and the
demand side (stimulating broadband usage
through a number of programs), Conaccess

nectKentucky is creating educational and
p

revi

;:::::1i::?:l-

o

uslv di d no t exist i n the m anv iso I ated

Their model has been so successful that it is being emulated in Tenmost recently West Virginia. Discussions are underway in at
least 12 other states to recreate this model, and legislation has been introduced in Congress (H.R.3627: the Connect the Nation Act) to establish
a State Broadband Data and Development Grant Program in the amount
of $40 million per year. (As of October 15,2007, no action had been
nessee and,

taken on this bill.)

No Child Left Offline program, funded by
federal, state, and private grants.
ACUTA institutional and corporate affiliate members support ConnectKentucky
in several ways, ranging from operating
some of their programs under contract to
serving in a volunteer capacity on the steering committee and other advisory groups.
ACUTA Corporate Affiliate members serve
as corporate partners in ConnectKentucky,
providing infrastructure for broadband access as their business models permit. ConnectKentucky offers no-cost memberships
to colleges and universities, recognizing the
importance of their involvement.
is

truly a win-win situation, helping

ConnectKentucky is a nonprofit organization that was created by a
relatively modest grant from the state government. Its members include

prepare K-12 students to succeed at the

rrarious telecommunications carriers and ISPs, universities, local govern-

parents and communities achieve economic

ment entities, state agencies, and others who are supportive of expanding
both supply of and demand for broadband. By building a relationship
of trust with the carriers, the organization was able to develop a detailed
rnap of existing broadband coverage in the state. This was the important
lirst step that led to a combination of publicly and privately funded projects to expand the net of coverage by a variety of technologies appropri-

advancement, and contributing to the busi-

Parts of Kentucky are geographically isolated and economically

with limited

to higher education, specialized
health care, and jobs that can provide economic advancement. Through
<lisadvantaged,

Winter

taged middle-school children through the

It

ate to the population and geographic terrain. Bythe end of2007,they
project that broadband access (meeting the FCC definition of a min. of
1100 Kbps) will be available to 100 percent of the state's population.

8

tunities, and social connections. County
government agencies have become active
participants, receiving technical assistance
from ConnectKentucky to establish county
websites for basic government services.
Through grants from corporate members,
the organization has been able to create
and equip computer labs at K-12 schools
and nonprofi t organizations. Additionally,
ConnectKentucky has placed more than

tions technology industry.

:;:'.'.'#ii

broadband access, these isolated and rural
areas have new opportunities for access to
education, telemedicine, business oppor-

2007 ACUiA Jcumal ol Connunications

access

Technology in Higher Education

college and university level, helping their

ness community by

providing opportuni-

ties for tele-work, web-based businesses,
and other entrepreneurial efforts. I am
hopeful that this model will continue to
expand broadband access in many states
with underserved populations. More information on ConnectKentucky is available
at http://r*,ww.connectkentucky.org. For

information on Connected Nation, go to
ht tp://www.connected

nation.com.
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Wireless Outlook2012
Faculty want it;
Curt Harler
Contributing Editor

Students demand it.
Be prepared to supply

offerings to a student's attention. "It's an
opportunity to get them when they're com-

Many flavors of wireless.
Colleges today actively recruit high-

performing students. Those high performhigh expectations about what
college life will be about-especially the
technology that will be available to them
as they do research, communicate with
lriends at home, or collaborate on projects
ers have

with students across campus or across the
state.

That makes it incumbent on the IT
and telecommunications people at ACUTA
member schools to provide highly secure
networks that offer multiple methods of
access and high bandwidth from any point

ing in the door," he says. "But it is incumbent on the institution to create value for
being on the network," Fitzpatrick adds.

In addition to the traditional student
community, such offerings will have appeal
to sizable sectors of the faculty market
and probably some administrators or staff
people as well.

If one looks at it from a pure revenue
point of view, mobile broadband will generate more than $400 billion in services in
20L2, accordingto Future Mobile Broadband: Revenue Opportunities for HSPA to
(2WiMAX, a strategic

LTE, EV-DO to \JMB

report released in October 2007 by Informa

on the campus.
"Thke any student population and

it

Telecoms and Media.

"Mobile broadband will represent close

is highly active," says Roberta Wiggins,
research fellow at the Yankee Group.

"That

lot more pressure on the network
compared to a community network where

puts

a

some people will be on the service and
many more will not."
She says that the Pressure on

network

administrators to provide wireless service
will only continue to increase. "Students
will demand online connectivity, on the
go, anywhere. That's the expectation

among students ever1,where," she says.
Faculty and administration will expect

similar service-only with different levels
of access to student records or employee
data. All will expect top-drawer quality of
service without degradation as other users
log on to the network.
"Wireless is a key service-a key solu-

tion, for higher education,"
Bob Fitzpatrick.
1

0
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Fitzpatrick notes that wireless services
bring the college's phone and computer

can

of Communications Technology in Higher Education

says

AI&T's

to half of total mobile service revenues
in 2012, making it one of the largest and
most strategically important segments of
the mobile industry," says Mike Roberts,

principal analyst at Informa Telecoms and
Media and lead author of the Future Mobile
Broadband report.

The report finds that rapid adoption of
mobile broadband will lead it to become
the dominant broadband platform worldwide in 2011, when mobile broadband
services based on HSPA, EV-DO,

WiMAX,

and other systems will have more subscrib-

than fixed broadband services based on
DSL, cable, and FTTH. Overall there will be
more than 1 billion broadband subscribers
ers

worldwide in 2011, with the majority using
mobile rather than flxed systems.

Extending Wired Networks

"I believe that r,vireless

is

He says that tire next five years r,vill

just an extension

of an institution's r.vired LAN," says paul
ZindeII, CDW (wrnv.cdrv.com ) netrvork/security specialist. CD\\r pror.ides technolog,v
products and services to education, business, and government clients.
He maintains that institutior-rs should
first have a qualit,v, managed, and secure

switch environment in orcler to get the
most bang for the buck in a wireless solu-

tion.
"\Mreless is very hot right now, so
there is a lot of great technology and a lot
of competition. At the montent, a rvireless

solution is definitely something that gives
the most features for the monel., versus a
srvitched netrvork," Zir-rde11 says.

"Wireless will be much faster thanks to
802.11n, all sr,vitch ports gigabit, and fiber

"Mobile broadband is already a significant
market but r,vi11 explode in the next hve
years as networks, devices, and services
mature and spark mass-market adoption,"

upiinks at l0 gigabits or greater," he adds.

says Roberts.

bring faster and converged technologies.

Yankee Group's Wiggins

might beg to

disagree, depending on where the netr,vork
is being deployed.

"ln buildings, wired

is

always better," she says. While she acknowledges tlrat rvired is a bit more expensive
to deploy, she says that rvired is the better
route r,vhenever it is possible to pull wire.

"On the outdoor campus, wireless

is tl-re

way to go," Wiggins says. "It provides the
flexibility that students want and expect.

And, the technology is moving pretty fast."

In any

number of mobile
broadband subscribers rvill overtake fixed
broadband in 20 1 1, according to Roberts.
case, the

But the scale of the opportunity means
that vendors and operators rvith the wrong

will suffer. "Mobile broadband
turning point for the mobile industry,
as it rvas for the fixed-line industry when it
transitioned fion'r dial-up to broadband,"
strategies

is a

Roberts says.

Wiggins says the Wi,Fi mesh network
well-suited to a campus environment, although it is still proving itself in the metro
network. "Wi-Fi is a good way to extend
is

the indoor wireiess LAN throughout the
carrrpus," she says.
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Zindell says the biggest challenge of
integrating wireless and wired networks is
management. "Enterprise networking companies are doing a great job emphasizing
that their wireless r;olution will be treated
much like their wired networkj'he says.
Mobile WiMAX wireless is coming, too.
'rAhile fixed WiMAX (for applications such
as backhaul) is up and running, Wiggins
says she expects to see WiMAX for mobile
uses sometime

in il008.

"Mobile WiMID( will be the leading
next-generation sy'stem based on OFDMA
and MIMO in 20121'Roberts says. He bases
that on WiMAX'stwo-year headstart in
the market. "But LIE will overtake it in
the long run due t,o the huge installed base
of WCDMA/HSPIr. operators that plan to
deploy LIE," Roberts notes.

Sprint Nextel Corporation, which has
been a leader in WiMAX deployment, has
announced plans to build out a network

hour from one cell to another would be a
much greater challenge than tracking a user
walking across Old Main lawn at 2 miles

that will serve 185 million consumers'
"This will result in stronger competition
in the rapidly growing market for broad-

per hour. But that isn't necessarily so.

band services," said Gary Forsee, Sprint
Nextel chairman and chief executive officer,
when announcing the project. He said
that the WiMAX network would provide
consumers, national enterprises and other
businesses, educators, and public safety
agencies greater choice and faster access to
a

revolutionary mobile broadband technol-

ogy.

of reasons, deployment has not been as
smooth or swift as Sprint Nextel might

"If they pull back, it could have a
dampening effect," Wiggins says. Yet, she
is bullish on the emergence and growth
of WiMAX. She expects that we won't see
broad deployment of wireless WiMAX
devices in a mobile context until 2010.

probl ems. Your fri,zndly, c on s c i entious
and knowledgeable staff transformed our
dnnual database trrublishing proj ect .from
a yearly anxiety attack to a well-oiled

Wiggins notes that a number of successful WiMAX deployment schemes to date
involve municipalities and colleges. For
example, the city of Providence, Rhode
Island, and Brown University are splitting
the Iicensed spectrum that is available in
the area, to the benefit of both parties'

In the Quad Cities area of Moline, Illinois, Black Hawk University has a WiMAX
system that shares the resources ofthe city

to the benefit of both.
That brings up another question: Is access the larger problem or is mobility?

5250 North Pzrk Pl. NE, Ste. 210
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402

Mobility or Access?
As users move

31gl37t-7773
www.dbman.com
E-mail: info@dbman.com

tops, tablets, PDAs-the end user wants to
be able to walk from one room to another,
and from the hallway to the courtyard,
without losing [his or her] connection."

In order to make mobility to the end
user seamless, colleges and universities
need the right equipment, he continues.

Institutions need centralized management

While Sprint Nextel forges ahead' there
have been roadblocks and, for a variety

have wished.

"You don't just do the work we pay you
to do; you also help us identify and solve

"For most institutions, mobility is usua bigger problem than access," Ztndell
says. "In the age of 'mobile' devices-lap-

ally

from fixed to nomadic to

mobile, the game changes somewhat. One
might think that the ability to hand off a
call made in a car moving at 75 miles per

of the wireless access points to be able
to overlap them at the right power and
channel as more access points are added or
moved. Network administrators also need
to be able to keep the user's authentication

from one radio to the next.
Wiggins is in full agreement. "Mobility
is deflnitely the bigger challenge because it
is still in the development stage," she says.
"It is new technology. They are still working
on the handoff."

"Campuswide access isn't that impressive if the student has to stop what he is
doing and log back on to the authentication
webpage every time he moves 200 feet,"

Zindell

says.

Look at 4G

Fourth-generation cellular technology, or
4G, is the next iteration of wireless. One of
the visions for 4G is to have it deployed in
the form of a fixed wireless solution that
could compete with cable modems or DSL
as a high-speed access technology, accord-

ing to the Telecommunications Industry
Association's Telecommunications Market
Review and Forecast.
The term 4G is not a simple definition
of a new standard. Rather, it is commonly
used to describe a wireless environment.
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The vision is to have almost any of the

ences. Those interested can avail themselves

common wireless access methods interact

with one another seamlessly. They will
be able to hand messages off from one to

of offerings ranging from introductory
technology content to in-depth planning
to ensure qualitv assur-

another.

:::J"r.O",ogies

Wiggins says her timeline shows 4G cellular following WiMAX to the market.

The WiMAX Forum-certified training
programs will be delivered by DoceoTech

Standards are something to take very seriously. Any college telecom director should

keep an eye on the work that comes out

of

the IEEE.

"Many people get very enthusiastic
about up-and-coming technology, but it's
much better to be careful and read the fine
print than to mak: a mistake and realize
you have acted too quickly," Zindeil says.
The standard now is B02.11alblg,al-

though most enter:prises, including universities, are using on,ly the b/g access points.

Zindell

says 802.1 1n is the next

big

However, he warns that there is still time
before the final 80,2. I I n standard is completed. "There are products out there that
are based on the draft version. Think about
the word draft real good before spend-

ing a million bucls," he advises. "If you
must implement the 802.1 ln draft-based
products, it is in your best interest to make
sure that the manufacturer can Suarantee a
transition to the final standard."

of

WiMAX providers, has a formal certified
training program that consists of multiple
WiMAX Forum-lbranded education programs designed for highly technical audi-
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HiperLAN2'
another wireless LAN technology currently

will

also hear about

being fostered by the European Telecom-

munications Standardization Institute
(ETSI). Think of it as wireless AIM operating in the 5.4 to 5.7 GHz bands and you
have the basic idea.

standard in wireless. "It will be a vast
improvement in speed and range," he says.

The WiMAX liorum, a trade grouP

ing, or pick up information at trade shows,
member conferences, or at regional venues.
For more information about the course
offerings or to learn how to attend or
schedule an upcoming training, visit www.

Users

AIM

Wireless presents ticklish security challenges. However, wireless networks now have
the ability to be as secure, and as manageable, as wired networks.

and Informa Telecoms Academy training
specialists. A college could get on-site train-

Standards

Security Concerns

It

is designed to carry

celIs, IP packets, FireWire packets,

and digital data from cellular phones.

While both are standards-based, the big
difference between HiperLAN2 and Wi-Fi
is that the 802. I 1 standards are basically
wireless Ethernet. One of HiperLAN2's
biggest selling points is that it allows qual-

ity of service under the standard. With

"This is thanks to encrYPtion and
identity-based authentication," Zindell says.

"If

an institution can make the data sent

over the air unreadable to unauthorized
users, and it can control what its users can
access,

it thereby overcomes the fear of feel-

ing that its wireless is'open.'

"The first step to having a confident
wireless network is to have a good security
policy on the wired network. Authentication and VLANs are important." Zindell
notes that wireless technology today can
do intrusion prevention, detect and locate
rogue access points, and locate any wireless
device on the network.

privacy,'Wigsays that WiMAX will offer

"security is an issue,
gins states. She

as is

stronger security since it involves a carriergrade license.
However, she says that colleges can get
pretty good security on Wi-Fi networks,
too. "With 802.11n coming out in 2008,
Wi-Fi will be pretty robust even though it is
still on unlicensed spectrum," Wiggins says.
"Some campuses are taking further

HiperLAN2, it is possible to connect to
almost any tlpe of fixed network technol-

steps such as implementing Network Ac-

ogy-whether mobile phones, portables, or

cess

laptops.

Among HiperLAN2's suPPorters are
big-name companies such as Dell, Ericsson,
Nokia, Telia, and Texas Instruments. However, the main driver is the European BRAN
(Broadband Radio Access Networks), which
is an ETSI project.

Conmuni@tions Technology in Higher Education

Control, or NAC, which can scan a
computer to make sure it is secure before
even placing that user on the appropriate
VLA N," Zindell

su ggests.

Curt Harler is a freelance writer and conkibuting edi'

tor to the ACUIA Journal. Contact him at curtharler@
adelphia.net.
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802.11n Wireless in the EnterpriseThe Next Big Change
Here we go again. Just when many of you
have finally developed a plan for camPuswide 802.1 1 wireless coverage, the rules are

Ron Walczak
Walczak Technology Consultants

going to change (again).

I've been speaking and writing articles
about 802.1 1 wireless networks for ACUTA
for over seven years now. Over the course
of those seven years, I have documented
the evolving design strategies and the trials
and tribulations of installing reliable and
robust wireless networks. The pending

ratification ofthe IEEE 802.1ln standard
will result in the ability to deploy extremely
fast wireless networks; and all you have to

do is start over.
But wait, you say: 802.1ln is backward

compatible with 802.1lalb/g, right? Yes,
it is. And depending upon your legacy
environment and your reasons for installing 802.1ln, that may not be a good thing.
To maintain Wi-Fi status, 802.1 ln products

will provide compatibility with 802.11alb/g
equipment operating on the same channel by reducing speed to the level of the
802.llalbl gclient. The speed reduction

will affect the entire wireless segment, not
just the SO2.llalblg equiPment.
Being from Western PennsYlvania, I

often use the analogy of following a farm
tractor down a two-lane road. You can't
pass, so until it leaves the road, you are
Figure 1. 802.,11 2.4 GHzSpectrum

Ferrari. All major laptop
manufacturers are offering 802.1 ln radio
capabilities based on the current draft
of the standard. This means these client

if you own

devices

a

will

be making their way

into your

network soon, and the end user will be
expecting improved performance'
The Benefits of 802.11 n

The current version of the standard
promises a data rate as high as 540 Mbps.
Realistic initial throughput should be in
the 100 to 200 Mbps range, with potential
as the technology matures
"matures" means "changes").

for higher levels
(yes,

The speed increase of 802.1ln will be
achieved through the use of multiple input,
multiple output (MIMO) technology, radio
frequency channels that are twice the size
of the 20 MHz 802. I I a/b/g channels, and
the ability to speed time between transmissions (frame aggregation).

MIMO technology

takes a radio proPa-

gation problem associated with 802.1 1alb/g
(multipath interference) and turns it into
a performance enhancerl Signals from the
separate antennas take different paths from
the sender to the receiver. They bounce off
obstacles along the way and arrive at dif-

ferent times, and the receiver reconstructs
(instead ofdiscards) the original
data stream from the two signals.

This technology serves to eliminate
previous dead spots caused bY mul-

|

&flxffi

destined to drive at tractor speeds-even

tipath interference.

izfia^
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Expanding the transmission
channels from 20 MHz to 40MHz
almost doubles the capacity of each
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AIign Your 0rganizational Priorities with lT Realities
organizations are challenged to promote growth and collaboration while ensuring resources are
protected from bandwidth abuse and malicious lnsider attacks, Imerging threats
and increasing
number of devices needing network access are becoming commonplace among daily lT priorities,
Finding a budget friendly solution for securing resources and optimizing network performance in
Gigabit lnfrastructure has been a struggle for network and security departme nts.

Cost-Effective Appl iances
Firewall

Bandwidth Management
Traffic Monitoring

most

SlimLine appiiances provide organizations with the
and
solution that can be deployed widely within the network to augment existing infrastructures in the
face of new business priorities and lT realities.

Encryption
Denial of Service Prevention
True Gigabit Performance

Contact us today for a free 30-day evaluation of a SlimLine appiiance.

l5 Watts Power Consumption
Compact Forrn Factor

visit

or call 1-866-611-8747

Figure 2. 802.11 5 GHz SPectrum
6frffi
Eilru

channel, but significantly reduces the number of non-interfering
channels that are available. This is a critical design parameter that
cannot be downplayed. Adding one 802. 1 1n radio in the 2.4 GHz

Automated design tools have not yet incorporated 802' 1 1 n
operating characteristics. I suspect these tools will be updated in
the first quarter of 2008 as ratification of 802. I I n becomes a sure

will interfere with two of the three noninterfering 802.1 1b/g
channels (1-6-1 1). Figure 1 illustrates all 14 802.1 lb/g channels,

thing.

range

but the FCC limits frequencies in the United States to channel

1

Frame aggregation solves a problem in which time is wasted
as stations contenrd for the authority to send. 802.l1alblg requires
that the sending station contend for the channel, send one packet,

in order to send the
the authority to
gains
a
station
ln,
once
In
8112.1
packet.
next
the requirewithout
frames
of
transmit, it can transmit a series
frame.
ment to release and regain authority for each
release the channel, and then contend again

So we have en.hanced

802.1

ln.

throughput over

a larger area

802.11n Dual-Radio Power Requirements

1.

with

Sounds good to me! Realist that I am, I would be remiss
share a list of strategic and practical issues that you will

Expanding an existing network by integrating with legacy 802'llal
b/g networks will require 802.1ln APs with two radios, one supporting existing 802.11g clients at 2.4 GHz and another operating
at 5 GHz with full 802. 1 1n speed. If you are planning to deploy a
dual radio,your current 802.3afPower over Ethernet (PoE) data
switches will not be capable of providing enough power to operate
the radios. Dual radios are going to draw l5-18 watts of powerand that will exceed the PoE capabilities of current switches. This
will require power injectors, local AC power, or (surprise) new
edge switches that support more draw.

if I did not

have to address before you deploy 802.1

ln.

A Few Words About Output Power Settings

Design Considerations

All manufacturers provide wireless LAN (WLAN) management
switches and tools to assist in the balancing of output power and

Let's assume you will get 100-200 Mbps into your wireless access
point (AP) from client devices. That will do you no good if you

coverage patterns; some more automated than others.

only have a 100 tr4bps connection out to your closet switch or
the closet switch cannot handle the increased traffic. Assuming
you have Cat5E or better data cabling to the AR you will have to
upgrade to gigabit switches in the closet. Also, your wireless con-

manufacturers use dBm levels in the control console. When
using dBm as a reference point, every change of 3 dB rePresents

trollers (designed for the throughput from 20 MHz channels) will
probably have to be replaced or they will become a bottleneck in
the new 4O MHz channel wireless deployment.

It

is

very

important to understand the settings and the definitions being used. The FCC limits output power in milliwatts, but some

Figure 3.

IEEE 802.1 lrr will operate in the 2.4 GHz band or the 5 GHz
band. Operation in the 2.4 GHz band can mean interference with
an existing 802.1 lb or 802.1 1g network. There are only three
noninterferin g20 MHz channels available in the 2.4 GHz band.
Since an 802.1 lnL network uses a 40 MHz channel, one channel will
saturate the band. Similarly, when operating on the 5 GHz band,
802. I I n can interfere with an existing 802. I la network. You will
have a maximum of nine noninterfering channels. Do not make
the mistake of thrinking you can do a one-to-one replacement of
B}2.llalblg radios with 802. 1 1n radios. The design must evaluate
all radios, channels, and power settings. (See Figure 2.)
Gig Switch
no inline power
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doubling or halving of power. This means that a 100-mil-

liwatt radio at full power may be listed

as 20 dBm. To reduce
the power to 50 percent, you would set the power to 17 dBm.
We had a client who could not understand why performance

not as expected at the designed 50 percent power settings
until we discovered he had set the power to I I dBm (half of
was

20 dBm), reducing

output to 12.5 percent instead of 50.

Thinking Strategically About 802.11 n
The ratification of 802.1 ln will be a major step forward in
the ability to deliver bandwidth-intensive applications to clients via wireless technology. I predict it will initially deploy

in the 5 GHz frequency band, killing off future 802.1la deployments, and will avoid the 2.4 GHz bands until S02.1 lb/g
clients go the way of Betamax.
Greenfield environments should give strong consideration
to 802.1ln. With no legacy network to interfere, you will be
able to serve current Sl2.llalblgclients at native speeds, and
the bandwidth will be waiting for when your clients upgrade
to 802.11n.

Integrating with existing networks will require careful
planning and resurveying to ensure that co-channel interference doesn't wreak havoc on performance. Additionally,
placement of APs will have to be re-evaluated for proper
coverage patterns.

Early adopters who attempt to integrate with existing
802.1lb/g networks will have to find ways to power dual
radios; either power injectors or new edge switches capable of
sustaining 15-18 watts per port.

In all cases, your edge switches will have to support gigabit Ethernet to get the true throughput offered by these new
APs. This required upgrade should be coupled with measures to meet the new power requirements mentioned above.
Ron Walczak is principal consultant at Walczak Technology Consultants

I CIJTA Journal. Reach him for consulting
purposes or just to say hello at ron@walczakconsultants.com.
and a frequent conhibutor to the

The University of Tulsa: A Wireless Campus

Tricia Moreland
University of Tulsa

In this evolving world of technology, wire-

have expanded and upgraded the coverage

less tops the list of what students expect
on campus. Students expect to be able to
use their laptops, PDAs, and dual-mode
cell phones to access the Internet and other

every year since. In April 2006, the university began discussions with Cisco Systems

resources anywhere,

Today's students have high standards
when it comes to u'ireless capabilities
and their access to them. Both university personnel and students would like

to take advantage of a ubiquitous wireIess network. We expect this campuswide
wireless network to enhance the overall
student experience on the University of
Tirlsa campus. The university administration foresees that the new wireless network
will (1) meet student expectations and (2)
allow the university to enable a
wide set of learning tools and
course management systems,

thus improving productivity and
efficiency.

A pervasive wireless mesh
network will provide many more
opportunities to improve both
security and convenience for
the campus communitY. Using
laptops and hand-held devices

with wireless capabilities makes
the opportunities Iimitless.
Event ticketing, traffic ticketing, wireless event cashiers, and
Web cameras are Possible. The
imagination is the limit!
The University of Tulsa Takes the
Plunge

In 2001, the University of Tulsa
first deployed 802.1 1 wireless access in select common locations
across the main camPus, and we
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(www.CiscoSystems.com) and Presidio,

Inc., a Cisco Systems Gold Partner (www.
presidio.com), regarding a partnership to
deploy a complete wireless solution on
campus. During the summer of 2006, Presidio performed a site survey for the outside
coverage, while the networking team per-

formed the interior wireless surveys'

In spring 2007 , the university conductpoll asking members of the university

ed a

community where they would like to see
wireless installed next. The results fell all
over the campus map, indicating that a
ubiquitous wireless network was needed
to meet the expectations and demands of
students, faculty, and staff. The university
decided to partner with Cisco and Presidio

to expand wireless coverage to include pervasive coverage both indoors and outdoors
on the main campus. This includes all

outdoor

areas, classrooms, academic offices,

residential hal1s, apartments, and administrative and support buildings. The main
campus covers 200 acres, has 70 buildings, and accommodates more than 4,000
students and 1,100 employees. The decision

to expand the wireless network increased
the number of active wireless access points
(APs) being managed from 123 to 585.

How many IT techs does it take to
plan and instail a wireless network? The
answer to this questior-r would be: It does
not take individual IT techs. It takes a
well-organized, diverse group from many
departments across campus to coordinate,
plan, and implement a wireless network.
A successful, ubiquitous wireless deployment relies on a firm commitment from

the campus community as a whole to bring

network to identify anomalies and threats
to the network's functioning.

together all the necessary resources.
The Technology

ofthe Future ls Here

Securing a Wireless Network

The foundation of the University of Tirlsa

The university offers a secured wireless and

network is the Cisco Systems Unified Wireless Network architecture. This includes

an unsecured Web-only wireless connec-

tion. The secured wireless access utilizes
WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access) and WPA2

Cisco Systems Aironet 1200 series APs for
ir-rdoor coverage and Cisco Systems Aironet

(Wi-Fi Protected Access 2). The wireless

for outdoor coverage. Cisco
Systems Wireless Service Modules (WiSM)
in a Cisco Systems Catalyst 6500 series

The network teant: Barrv Schockemoehl, data netrvork
analyst; Mark Kelly, data network specialist I;.lohn
Lobsingel Sr., data networking engineer; Reid Van De-

switch provide centralized control for the
wireless network. In addition, the university

director of rretuorking & communir ation rcrr ices

15

1

0 mesh APs

deployed a Cisco Systems Wireless Control
System (WCS) and Cisco Systems Security

Monitoring, Analysis, and Response System
(CS-MARS). WCS enables a single point of
management for the wireless infrastructure,

allowing for rapid deployment of changes,
new APs, and detection of rogue devices.

t
)

yenter, Sr., data networking specialist; Tricia Moreland,

network uses multiple VLANs (virtual local
area networks) to separate it further from
the production, residential, and developmental networks. In addition, all users of
the wireless network must authenticate

The CS-MARS appliance further enables
the management of the wireless and the
wired networks on campus by efficiently
identifying, containing, and responding to network threats. CS-MARS helps
coordinate several pieces of data across the

Il)lt \\ts

through the university authentication system. The University of Tulsa uses LanAuth,
an authentication system that was written
by Digital Enterprise Security Associates
(DESA, u,'u,.vr,.desasecurity.com).
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Our current network consists of 35
mesh APs and 550 Aironet 1200 series APs.

Currently, we are averaging 800 concurrent
users on the wireless network, with more
than 1,000 different devices in an averr,t,r:r

Ap{l!r?qggiT11( rlJniiveglty of Tu!da,,b!$1n;1:
discussions with Cisco Systems and

age three-day
1

Presidio, Inc., regarding a partner,l.:r

.:t,,.:,,,*hif,tor'dqplqir:r: qbiqrrjtous:v/.i,ra1e.s-s,:.:..:.

r,rr,l

solution.
June 2006: Presidio, Inc., conducted a sur-

wireless solution..

associated

;{io oa;,e*$r"1{rma.l*is,.1,
with the implementation of

ianuary 2007: Purchase orders were
placed for equipment, and implementation meetings started.

March-April 2007: The installation startt,t;.,,i.,l:.i:liadiqn.&g .mesh:,iiiitudr&;,?hi$''pha$e,r,'.,,,,,,

',;:;;;'1t',';,t;';;1l.;itittaaia,cqordl,ii;iion'lor,.onp!&ition;,,i,l

:

::,,;:'ii4t:i,,1ff;.i11:\tiq,meSh

Oi:*voif

Applications

students could normally access from their
stationary workstations. The an1'where,

anytime atmosphere allows students to
easily collaborate on projects, improving
the learning experience and increasing possibilities. Students can sit outside and work
on projects or just relax at a table in the sun
while surfing the Web.

the project were evaluated.

:.,.tir:.tl.:tt:'e1ea8ii4lj.:4$4ln!ifi&q{king PetS6&iiel:::,rr,

university (rogue) APs that are connected
to the university wireless network, which
have the potential to cause security and

The university community has connectivity to resources from an1'lvhere on campus.
These include e-mail, class information, enrol1ment, Internet resources, and anlthing

Iune 2006: University network personnel
conducted a sur'r'ey for interior wireless coverage for all buildings on the
main campus.

aa

enables us to track down and disable non-

performance issues.

,:,:::,:,;,:,,'1,,',,,i€g,f6l'4,tCllcqt$f_qtemq,mes!1oUjdooi1111',,,:

l.',..llu

The College of Law rrses the wireless
network in conjunction with students'laptops for student exams. The law school uti-

: r,

iizes a testing software package, Examsoft,

,illmres!,;,,11,',...,;,

which allows access to common materials
while locking down the machines, denying
access

May/June/July/August 2007: The expan,trtil:.,,,:r.r'$ion.:of:thq!n!t!'!lig!i,wirele!s, nitivork.:,.,:,:

began. This pha:;e included the coor-

dination of cons;truction, electrical,
networking personnel and university
lendors.
September 4, 2007 :The interior wireless
expansion was completed, with a total

of 550 interior hPs.

period. Cisco Systems WCS

to nonauthorized materials.

Handhelds are now able to access the
r:r

wireless network through a Web-only
wireless connection. Student, faculty, and

university staff can use this enhancement
to check calendars and e-mail, or access the
Internet.

Dining services uses the wireless
network for outdoor events with wireiess
PDAs that allow real-time access to gold
card dollars and balances for purchases.

Gold card dollars are money that is kept
in a university account for an individual
to use via his or her card, similar to a bank
card.
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What's Next?

We are in the process of line-tuning guest
access

will

to the wireless network. This process

be very similar to what is being used

at hotels and other public facilities. Guests
be required to register with the university to gain access. They will be required to
read and agree with the university's Ethics
Code and Policy for Computer Use. ln ad-

will

dition, their media

access

control address

and other pertinent information will be
collected to track abuses, if reported. The

university is working in conjunction with
DESA to develop and deploy this additional
feature via the LanAuth system.
We fully expect to continue enhancing
the wireless network with APs for addi-

tional bandwidth in areas that have high
usage. In addition, I expect that testing via
the wireless network will expand to other
colleges across the university.
What Does the Crystal Ball See?

More integrated cell phones are hitting
the market, providing additional choices
for the consumer. We may not even call
the device a ceil phone any longer with its
expanded use and battery life. This new
trend can only be seen as expanding the use
of wireless technology, not only on university and college campuses but across the
country and our world. \4rho knows, soon
we may all be carrying our laptops, cell
phones, and PDAs all wrapped into single
handheld devices. The convenience of the
future is just a step away; the challenge is to
be ready

for it when it arrives.

Tricia Moreland is director of networking and com-

munication services at the University of Tulsa. Reach
her at tricia-moreland@utulsa.edu.

Deploying Media Switching Systems
For Educational lnstitutions

George Kassas

Voice over IP (VoIP) offers tremendous

enabling new services across multiple

Cedar Point Communications, lnc.

opportunities for colleges and universities to reduce telecommunications costs
while improving communications
within and between campuses, but to

buildings and campuses.

truly benefit from VoIP educational
institutions need to simplifir telecom-

dormitories, administrative offices, and

munications operations and drive down
the cost of delivering VoIP services.
Legacy PBX platforms are expensive

campuses to deliver features such as

abbreviated dialing and hunt groups to

multiple locations. They can also reduce

educational institutions can remove the

has created and commercialized SAFARI

deploying VoIP technology in
campuses by greatly

simplifring

operations and reducing the cost
of delivery VolP services to
students, faculty, administrators,
and locations.
The SAFARI Cr'"'Media

bandwidth costs and support disaster
recovery efforts.
Cedar Point Communications, Inc.,
C3,

an entirely new category of VoIP-

based equipment ideal

for campuses

offering primary line telephony services.
SAFARI C3 relies on patented technology that combines the functionality

of

multiple distributed elements into one
single system to deliver superior

reliability and performance while

Switching System delivers carriergrade voice nenvorking services
and is built to support future
multimedia applications to

simplifying VoIP implementations. It
greatly reduces on-going support and
administration costs, and creates
improved economics for campuses while

address the telecommunica tions

offering tremendous deployment
flexibility. SAFARI C3 removes the
complexity of deploying and managing
older VoIP infrastructure and reduces

needs of educational institutions.

Colleges and universities can
replace

with

multiple PBX platforms

a single SAFARI C3, and

they can evolve from carrier-

l. The SAFARI C3 empowers
colleges and universities to offer competitive lifeline VolP and multimedia services.

other campus facilities, and they can
create peering relationships with other

to maintain and operate, and telecommunications services can potentially be
one of the largest line items in the
budget of a college or university. But
business and technical obstacles to

Figure

Educational institutions can deploy
the carrier-class SAFARI C3 platform to
deliver highly reliable services to

their
own private VoIP service, reducing both
based Centrex services to

capital and operational expenses while

the capital and operational costs

dramatically when compared to
alternative solutions that rely on
multiple gateways, softswitching
elements, and hardware platforms.

Softswlt(hl

Reducing the Cost of Delivering VolP
A11

Call Seryer

colleges and universities face tremendous pressure to

manage c,f,sts, and SAFARI C3 offers a compelling solution for

reducing

r[he

tota] cost of ownership (TCO) of depioying

a

complete VoIP solution. It costs much less than purchasing
discrete IP-PBX solutions and minimizes-or in some cases

eliminates-the need for additional information technology

(lT) or tellecommunications personnel for VoIP deployments.
SAFARI C3 requires a fraction of the resources needed for
deployment, support, and maintenance of solutions that rely
on complex, distributed softswitching technology.

This approach avoids the operational complexities of
existing discrete IP-PBX solutions, making campus VoIP
services easy to operate and economical to deploy and manage.

Figure 2. SAFARI Cr offers an integrated architecture that allows colleges
and universities to avoid the cost and complexity of deploying multiple
platforms to support discrete IP-PBX solutions.

This highly scalable solution can support from 2,500 to
100,000+ lines on a single platform, allowing educational
institutionLs to expand VoIP services to neighboring institutions

and the community without compromising service quality.

It simplifies operations by offering

a single

platform that

eliminates; the need to purchase, deploy, and manage many
separate network elements. SAFARI

C' provides superior

SAFARI C3 is future-architected to allow educational
institutions to leverage their initial equipment investments in
voice technology as they introduce services such as video
telephony and fixed-mobile applications. New applications can
be integrated

into SAFARI

C3

or can be

accessed via

third-

party application servers. See Figure 2.

performance and reliability, and significantly reduces capital
expenditures, system integration requirements, and operations
costs while increasing network integrity and security.

The Availability and Reliability That Colleges Require

Simplifyinl; Campus Operations

deliver the availability and reliability levels needed for voice

In

distributed IP-PBX architecture model, there are many
network elements that must be deployed and managed. Often
a

these netvrork elements are provided by

multiple vendors, so
IT or telecommunications organizations must make major
investmen.ts in integration and must carefully manage each
new software release or upgrade to ensure ongoing operations.

But SAFARI C3 is the only totally integrated carrier class
switch that incorporates the functions of the voice switching
infrastructure, eliminating the need to purchase, maintain,
upgrade, and regression test separate:

.
.
.
.
.
.
'

Call management servers
Media gateways
Recorrl-keeping servers

Announcement servers
Signali.ng gateways
EthernLet switches

Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act
(CALEA) servers

The integrated architecture of SAFARI C3 allows the system to

fully redundant and
highly available fault-tolerant system. Each card type in the
switch is protected by a standby card in eithera 1: I or a l:N
services. SAFARI C3 is designed as a

protection scheme, and the operator can speci$, the frequency
is backed up onto
an external server. SAFARI C3 relies on a proven operating
system designed for carrier-grade switching, and it delivers the
same reiiability, stability, and security of a Class 5 switch and
offers hot upgrade functionality for software updates without
service disruption. See Figure 3 on page 26.

with which the internal real-time database

Leveraging SIP

Educational institutions can meet both the availability and
reliability expectations ofvoice services, and they can offer
innovative new services. Session initiation protocol (SIP) end
points can be deployed in dormitories, administration
buildings, and instructional facilities, providing colleges and
universities with the opportunity to take advantage of new

telecommunications services. SAFARI C3 also supports SIP

SAFAR|C3Replaces Multiple Call Servers, Reducing Costs and

Enabling Enhanced Personal Communications Services

ffi
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emerging multimedia demands. SAFARI C3 has a full-duplex,
80 Gbps redundant switching fabric with an optical backplane
that provides the capacity and performance needed for
multimedia applications. In fact, for 100,000 lines of VoIP
traffic, SAFARI C3 will use less than six percent of the B0 Gbps
switching fabric.

Flexibility

ffi

\q::xy
PSTN

or

SAFARI C3 is a flexible solution that supports regulatory
requirements and integrates smoothly with existing infra-

structure. Native support for industry standards allows
SAFARI C3 to provide smooth connectivity with the PSTN.
Native support for Channel Associated Signaling (CAS)

Figure 3. Colleges and universities can reduce the costs ofVoIP, simplify
network operations and efficiently deliver enhanced telecommunications
services to students, faculty, and staff.

trunks in SAFARI C3 enables simple implementation of all
regulatory features, such as E9 1 I emergency services.
Disaster Recovery

peering, so colleges and universities can bypass the public

netlvork and interconnect multiple campuses over the same
phone network and reduce equipment and bandwidth costs
while offering integrated, easy-to-use services such
abbreviated dialing across multiple campuses.

as

In the event of

campus. This allows subscribers to be administratively rehomed to the inactive SAFARI C3 and allows educational
institutions to quickly and seamlessly restore telecommunica-

Students, faculty, and staff can also access advanced telecom-

Security

allowing them to save money on cellular minutes by making
calls from any on-campus wireless hotspot. With SAFARI C3,
educational institutions can embrace-not compete

with-

cellular services.
Multimedia Services

The evolution of the converged IP network is widely recognized as uniquely capable of addressing many critical campus
challenges, including the needs to reduce costs, enable disaster

recovery planning, support remote collaboration, and
accommodate increased student demands on the network.

Powerful and efficient voice switching is essential today, but
educational institutions also need the ability to support

platform can be backed up by an

inactive SAFARI C' potentially located in another building or

tion services.

and staff by providing them with one phone number and

that disrupts telecommunications

services, an active SAFARI C3

Fixed-Mobile Convergence

munications services over campus wireless networks. SAFARI
C3 is architected to support seamless roaming and handoffs
betrveen WiFi and mobile cellular networks through a SIP
interface to an external application server. Educational
institutions can provide additional value to students, faculty,

a disaster

SAFARI

C3

provides a single point for firewalling. Using

SAFARI C3 it is possible to hide user addresses from each
other. SAFARI C3 supports lawful intercept standards such as
CALEA so campus police and other law enforcement agencies
can place legal wiretaps when necessary.
Management

Operations staff can centrally manage SAFARI C3. The
SafariView" Element Management System (EMS) supports
the full FCAPS suite of management functions (fault,
configuration, accounting, performance, and security) and
integrates them into a feature-rich GUI platform for complete
management of Cedar Point's SAFARI C3 Media Switching
System.

SafariView EMS allows for a single point of command and

control for one-or-more SAFARI C3 platforms. Using a simple
Web browser, an operator can set up a simple SOAP/XML
based client-server HTTP(s) session with the SafariView

rI
I
t

server that, in turn, has access to the individual SAFARI Cl
switches. The easy-to-use, intuitive interface allows operators

to swiftly learn how to effectively administer and operate
SAFARI Cr platforms.
Relying on a Converged Campus Solution

Cedar PoiLnt Communications has teamed up with PAETEC
and Sentri, Inc., to develop a comprehensive IP communica-

tions solution that addresses the unique needs of colleges and
universities in realizing the fuli benefits ofa converged IP

network, including the migration to VoIP.

With the Converged Campus solution, network managers
with proven world-class products and services
that allon'them to painlessly migrate costly and servicelimited PIBX systems or carrier-based hosted solutions to a
true carrier-grade network capable of achieving the full
are provided

technology and operational benefits promised by IP. The
result is a greatly simplified and highly cost-effective netlvork
that virtually eliminates technology uncertainty and implementatiorr complexity while ensuring the full value of IP
convergence.

and support capabilities to allow educational institutions to
realize the maximum value of converged IP networks.
A Proven Solution for Educational lnstitutions

Implementing and managing a converged IP network has
caused ap,prehension and delay due to questions about
technololly complexity, economic uncertainty, service
continuity, and IT integration. The Converged Campus
offering ir; a comprehensive network solution from three of
the leadirLg providers of converged IP networks that reduces
technology risks, ensures continuity of services and allows
campuses to benefit

Converged Campus solution applies the best products, services

from advanced IP services.

Centered on the SAFARI C3 carrier-class switching
platform, the Converged Campus solution offers telecommunications quality, reliability, scalability, and performance in a
revolutionary, integrated design. This means that the same
switch that conforms to the demanding and standardscompliant requirements of the PSTN can be placed on
campus vrith less complexity than alternative solutions. By

utilizing IP carrier connectivity, networks gain significant
efficiencies in off-net and remote interconnection, enabling
the full value ofadvanced IP services.

Designed to accommodate not only current voice service needs
but also the anticipated migration to video telephony, multimedia services, and fixed-mobile convergence, SAFARI C3 provides
superior performance and reliability and significantly reduces
capital expenditures as well as system integration and opera-

tional costs for colleges and universities. The SAFARI Ct totally
integrated voice and multimedia switch from Cedar Point
Communications provides educational institutions with a
cost-efficient, less complex VoIP softswitching solution. For
more information on deploying SAFARI C3 to simplify the
delivery ofVoIP across colleges and universities, please visit

www.cedarpointcom.com.
George Kassas is founder and executive vice president, business
development, at Cedar Point Communications. Visit Cedar Point online at
www.cedarpointcom.com.
Printed with permission from Cedar Point Conmunications. SAFARI Cr and
SafariView are trademarks of Cedar Point. Any non-Cedar Point trademarks are
properties of their respective owners,

The Converged Campus solution includes a set of
technical services that support the campus implementation

from start to finish, including network analysis, back office
integratic,n, operations management and IT consulting. The

This advertorial was purchased and produced by Cedar Point Communications. ACUTA, as an association, does not endorse or recommend any

comPany or product.

Faster Wireless LAN Connections May
Help Support Voice and Video Traffic
Paul Korzeniowski

ln

products, which can support 2.4

Academic users have a consistent request

802. I

for telecom managers: more speed. No
matter how much bandwidth is available
on an academic network, users want more.
Such is the case with wireless networks,
which have become a mainstay on many

GHz, work mainly in the 5 GHz band,

campuses

during the past few years. In

response to this ongoing request, ven-

dors crafted the 802.1 ln standard, which
promises to double the top speed on Wi-Fi
networks. "I am thoroughly convinced that
802.1 1n

will be a hit," said Craig Mathias,

principal at Farpoint Group, a market
research firm that specializes in wireless
communications.
Such

thinking stems from the fact that

the latest generation of Wi-Fi products
promises to deliver close to five times the

which has been reserved solely for wireless
LANs. Therefore, they are not as prone to
outside interference.
Too Many Differences in Opinion

While the improvements are welcomed,
they created a stir. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE)
typically divides its standards work into
different phases illustrated by multiple
drafts of each standard. As work begins
with a draft 1.0 version of a standard, vendors usually have a clear road map to what
the final draft will look like. That was not
the case with the 802.1 ln standard. "The
IEEE 802.1ln Working Group must have
set a record: There were more

throughput and almost twice the range
of previous wireless network devices.
Technical advances in microprocessors and
signal processing software have overcome

than 12,000

comments on the first draft of the standard," said Farpoint Group's Mathias. The
problems emanated mainly from divergent

previous issues involving multipath propagation, and much of this improvement is
derived from a new way to package wireless

views among chipset suppliers (see sidebar

transmissions, dubbed MIMO (multiple

such as D-link Corp., Linksys, and NetGear,

inputs, multiple outputs). Unlike previous
wireless network options, MIMO allows a
signal between an access point (AP) and a

Inc., started shipping pre-standard 802. I I n
products in the second quarter of2OO6.
These devices were designed to be firmware
upgradable to the final spec, although the
suppliers could not guarantee that because
no one was sure what it would look like.

client to transverse multiple unique paths
rather than be limited to a single one. As

point is outfitted with
multiple antennas and, therefore, can send
more information from place to place.
a result, each access

Another bonus is that the devices operin an underused network frequency
band. Most wireless networks run in the
2.4 GHz band, which is also used by microwave ovens, Bluetooth systems, and cordate

less phones. Because ofthat, interference

is possible, and

it often lowers throughput.

on page 28).
Despite the unresolved issues, vendors,

As a result, these products came with
a caveat. Since there were so

many differ-

ent views of the standard, interoperability
problems were possible. An AP based on
one chipset might not work with a network
interface card built on another. This is not

catastrophic obstacle: The two endpoints should automatically fall back to the
802.1 19 54 Mbps (theoretical maximum)
a
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transmission speed, and to lower speeds (22 Mbps, l1 Mbps if
necessary, sensitive to link quality), but it would negate the benefit
of migrating to the new standard.

In additior.r, thr: first wave of 802.1 ln devices came with higher
prices than 802.1 1g products. Elmer Choy, senior analyst of wireless LAN research at Dell'Oro Group, noted that when tt02.1 19
routers were introduced in 2003, their average selling prices were
only 28 percent more than those of existing routers; however,
802.11n router pri,:es were more than double those of the 802.119
routers. The price ,liscrepancy made it difficult for users to justify

upgrading to the new devices.

Users Pass on First-Generation Products

The end result was that the migration to the new products was
slow to take shape. The Dell'Oro Group found that enterprises
purchased $150 r-nillion of 802.11n productsworldwide in their

lirst year of shipments compared to $450 million of 802.11g products when they became available in 2003.
Faced

with the shortcomings, vendors began working to resolve
ar.rd deliver more interoperable products. A draft

their differences

2.0 ofthe 802.1 1n standard has been in the works and is expected
to be linished in the summer of 2008. A version 3.0 is also on the

Vendor Squabble Delays Wi-Fi Product Delivery
Getting a group of competing suppliers to agree on the best design
for an emerging technology can be a challenge, one that proved
to be quite significant with the latest version of WiFi. In 2004, the
IEEE took on the task of boosting the wireless network's top speed,
which had been 54 Mbps, by forming a Working Group, dubbed
802.11n. Initially, v'endors anticipated that compliant products
would arrive in droves in 2006, but a standards dispute resulted
in the first draft of the standard being more of a work in progress
than a finished process. As a result, product delivery and user
acceptance have been

running about

a year

behind initial expecta-

tions.
Part of the problem revolved around WiFi's widespread success.
Initially, the specification was designed to carry data on corporate

networks. Because the technology worked so well, other applications were found, such as moving information on consumers'
home networks anri even serving as the foundation for municipal

networks. "The pr,:vious versions of Wi-Fi concerned only network equipment and chipset vendors," stated Eric Deming, senior
product marketing manager at Cisco's Linksys Consumer Business
Organization. "With 802.11n, consumer electronics and telecommunications also became involved in the standards process. Because more voices vrere heard, reaching a consensus became more

difhcult."
The wrangling,centered on different approaches that chipset
suppliers took to rrroving information. Start-up Airgo (a company

that was purchased by Qualcomm in December 2006), which
specializes in the MIIMO smart antenna technology that lies at the
heart of 802.11n, devised one way to squeeze more bandwidth
onto wireless networks. Even before the standard was in its first

28
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draft, Airgo convinced Linksys and Belkin to rely on its chipset,
and those vendors started to build their devices. Chipset competitors, including Atheros Communications, Inc.; Broadcom Corp.;
and Intel, felt a different MIMO approach was needed.

In the IEEE process,

a 75 percent

majority is needed to

pass

draft of a standard. Because the two chipset camps had taken
antithetical views about the standard, neither was able to gain the
needed votes. A compromise was hoped for in the spring of 2006,
a

but it did not come about until January 2007.In the interim, the
standards-making body did devise a draft 1.0 of the 802.1ln standard, but it contained so many areas that were open to interpretation that few products interoperated.
In addition, other vendors were impacted by the squabble.
At Macworld in |anuary 2007, Apple's CEO, Steve Jobs, revealed
that certain Macs had been shipped with 802.1ln chips inside,
but they had been disabled until the standard was better defined.
Initially, the company said it would charge users a small fee to
unlock that capability but eventually backed off that requirement
and offered it free to customers.

With the Wi-Fi Alliance taking the lead in compliance resting
in spring 2007 , the interoperability issues were expected to dissipate as vendors shipped 802.1 ln draft 2.0 products. 'Any products that have our certification sticker will interoperate," noted
Frank Hanzlik, managing director of the Wi-Fi Alliance.

The 802.1 ln standard was designed so vendors could eventually upgrade to 270 Mbps and 600 Mbps connections. Ideally, the
suppliers will have learned from the 802. 1 ln process and will be
able to avoid significant dissension as they develop next-genera-

tion WiFi networks.

docket, but observers anticipate that it will contain minor rather

than major revisions.

In addition, the Wi-Fi Interoperability Forum tried to adIn the summer

dress the uncertainty surrounding the standard.

of 2007, the group began conformance testing to ensure that
different devices work together. "It is unusual to have a thirdparty forum begin testing products before the specification is
formally completed," said Farpoint Group's Mathias.
Unusual but not unique, according to Frank Hanzlik,
managing director of the Wi-Fi Interoperability Forum. He

noted that the group had taken similar steps with Wi-Fi security
and Wi-Fi multimedia standards, although those standards
may have been a tad closer to completion (a few months) than
802.I ln was when their interoperability testing began.
Trying to Meet the Back-to-School Rush

Part of the rush may have arisen from vendors' desire to make
sure that interoperable products would arrive on store shelves

in the summer, so students returning to school would have the
very latest Wi-Fi gear. "Conformance testing decisions are based
in part on business factors, and Wi-Fi is quite popular among
students," stated Wi-Fi Forum's Hanzlik.
Growing support from laptop manufacturers is another positive sign for the emerging standard. Intel incorporated 802.1ln
features into its Centrino microprocessor. As a result, laptop
suppliers Acer, Inc.; Dell, Inc.; Gateway, Inc.; Lenovo Group.
Ltd.; and Toshiba America Inc., added that feature to their
devices, so users only need to boot up their systems

in order to

take advantage of the faster speed.
The Wi-Fi Alliance's certification process and the growing
support from laptop suppliers should make potential customers feel more comfortable buying these devices. As a result,
Morrisville State College, which has about 3,300 students and
faculty, has been at the forefront of movement to 802.1 ln. The
NewYork state college had been running a Raytheon, Inc., wireless network since 1999, which had a top speed of 2Mbps. Not

only was the network unable to support the college's users, but
also the vendor planned to pull the plug on its support for the
devices.
As a result, the college went off in search of a new network
option in the fall of 2O06. "Going with 802.1ln products was the
best long-term option because in a few years the standard will
be widely adopted, whereas 802.1 lg products will be at the end
of their life cycle," said Jean Boland, vice president of information services at the college, which upgraded to the higher speed
in the fall of 2007.
)

To sul.rport its users,

Nlorrisville State College sclectcd Wi-Fi

products from Meru Netlvor[<s, Inc. "Because of the design of the
Meru system, lr,e had to place fcrver access points on our campus
tl-ran ilne 1-rad gone lr,ith ir competitor," Boland explair-red. The
college installed 900 APs so students could r.vork r.vith the highspeed netrvork

option r'r,herever

the1, may be

stationed on cilmplrs.

Here, information mor.es in an ad hoc rnanner lrom poirrt trr point,
ancl bar-rdrvidth is

802.11n's extra bandu,idth is or-re colnponent that should broaclen
its trppeal; the ability to support a n ide range of applications is

another attraction. TO date, \\ri-Fi l.ANs have been used mainl,v tcr
support data transrnissions and have been vierved as not being a
good fit ftrr voice and video trafhc. These latter applications have
traditionall,v rlrn over netr.volks that car-r guarantee that needed
bandr'r,idth is available clurins a transmission-for ir-rstance, the

public srvitched telephonr. netr'volk (PSTN) does not connect a
call until a cletrr connection has been cstablished betu,een the trvo
end points. Such functionalit,v is not available on IP netr'vorks.

as a

trarlsmission rnoves from

IP netrvork design can create bottlenecks. As
firms attach more devices to their u.ireless LANs, a battle for available bandrvidth can take shape. In many cases, users in high
Consec1uent11.,

traffic

Expanding the Brearlth of Wi-Fi Applications

not guaranteed

one point to the next.

areas, such as conference rooms, data centers, cafeterias,

and stuclent 1or-rnges, can lind their connections garbied and their
cails clropped, especiall,v rvhen the,v r-nove from one access point

to another. To address this problem, the IEEE crafted additional
standards, starting r.vith 802.1 1e, rvhich prioritizes traflic as it
mor.es tiom place to place so it becomes more iikely that voice and
video transmissions rvill have a clear path. Recently, vendors have
incorportrtecl this feature into their products.
Netrvork latency is also a significant concern n,ith realtime
voice and video netr.vorks. Total latenc,v for these trirnsmissions

should not exceed l50 milliseconds

(ir-r or-re

clirection), according

hea
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to International Telecommunications Union standards. To stay

within that timeframe, the delay imposed by tasks such as connecting roaming devices to a network and authenticating new users should not exceed 50 milliseconds, a goal that was difficult to
meet with Wi-Fi. In response, the IEEE developed the 802.1 I Fast

Roaming standard, which is designed to minimize network delays.
Some suggest that moving voice and video applications to

Wi-Fi networks should

ease

communications managers' netlvork

management chores. Rather than having to oversee a variety of
different network transports (and different management systems),
they can run all their campus traffic over a single network set

of

wireless links and use one management system to oversee them all.
Others say that managing the wireless network and getting
proper coverage is a huge problem in itself with a great deal of
complexity. And the fact that a network is wireless (and running

C ons

on an underlying wired network to stitch the APs together) doesn't
eliminate the other challenges, such as security and network congestion-although 802.1 le may help somewhat with that. Most
networks have supported realtime applications by overprovisioning, and the biggest thing 802.1 1n brings to the table is the ability
to continue to do that, but now in the wireless network.
Extra bandwidth and potentially simpler management functions are two reasons why other academic institutions are expected
to follow Morrisville's lead and embrace the new wireless standard.
"We anticipate that 802.1 ln shipments will rise significantly in
2008 and 2009," predicted Dell'Oro Group's Choy.
Paul Koaeniowski is a freelance writer and frequent contributor to the ACUTA

JournaL His work has appeared in Business 2.Q Entrepreneur, rnvesfors
Business Daily,lVewsweek, and lnformation Week. He is based in Sudbury Mas-

sachusetts, and can be reached at paulkozen@aol.com.
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Raymond W. Cross, Ph.D.
President, Morrisville State College

ACUTA: As Morrisville has moved to supplement its wired IT infrastructure
with wireless, what advantages or concerns do you see from the academic
and administrative perspectives?
Dr. Ray Cross: Morrisville State College was one of the first colleges in
the nation to install a wireless network, in the fall of 1999. We became an
early adopter of wireless technology because we recognized that the U.S.
workforce was becoming more and more reliant on mobile technologies.
As educators, we felt compelled to provide a learning environment for our
students that enables them to be immediately productive as mobile work-

A completely wireless campus, combined with the integration of laptops
(through the ThinkPad University program) creates what we call a nomadic
learning environment, where students can work and learn at the location
that is best for them.
ers.

Ray Cross, Ph.D., joined Morrisville State College in
1998, after seri.ing as president and CEO of

April,

Northwest Technical College in Minnesota.
Cross holds a Ph.D. lrom Michigan State University,
an M.S. from Central Michigan University, and a B.S.
from Ferris State University. Since his inauguration,
Cross has guided Morrisville State College through

Right now, we are updating our technology by ir.rstalling a completely
new Meru wireless network using 802.11n (draft) technology, which will be
the first and fastest enterprise-wide installation in the world. With increas-

ingly bandwidth-heavy applications becoming the norm, speed and immediate access are very important to our users.

period of growth, adding facilities and programs,
integrating technology and entrepreneurship in
academics, and re-ernphasizing the college's historical
strengths in agriculture and technology.

ACUTA: Wireless communication is one part of the overall communication technology strategy for a college campus. What strategic objectives
will wireless technology help Morrisville meet and how?

Under Cross's direct:ion, the college has increased its
bachelor's degree offbrings in specialized niche areas.
The construction of several new facilities which function as real-world learning laboratories and a move
from junior college to NCAA Division III athletic
competition have added to Morrisville's development

in our strategic plan. We made an
institutional commitment in the late 1990s to integrate technology into the
way our students, faculty, and staff work, learn, and live with the purpose
of preparing our students to be leaders in the mobile workforce. We began
with creating a nomadic learning environment with laptops and wireless

a

Cross: Technology plays a large part

institution.

technology, and added a mobile phone component by removing land lines in

Cross has leveraged the college's roots in agricultural

residence halls and giving students individual cellular phones. It is our hope
to eventually create a totally digital environment.

into

a baccalaureate

and technical programs, and has made rural entrepreneurship a priority at the college with the development of an agri-business center, small-scale food
processing plant, and entrepreneurship institute.

In addition to individual-use applications, technology is integrated into
academics in real-world laboratories. Students in many degree programs, in-

cluding information technology, automotive technology, dairy management,
and equine science learn using the latest technology in the industry.
ACUTA: Communication technologyis expensive to buy, maintain, and
support. What funding models will you be using to enable the implemen-

tation and maintenance of wireless technologies on your campus?
Cross: We have made a

it
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point of being an early adopter of technology when

makes sense to do so by taking calculated risks to improve the learning

I
I
T
T

environment for our students. The useful
life of a technology product is particularly

experience through learning laboratories,

important to Morrisville State College as it
relates to funding-selecting cutting-edge

In addition to electronrc communrcation via e-mail, Morrisville State College,
through a program called New York Alert,
also has the ability to send text and phone

technology products allows us to make

messages

to students, faculty, and staff in
the event of an emergency. Our college
information television station and the

We have cultivated close relationships

cost-effective choices because we are able

to extend the length of its useful life.
ACUTA: As wireless enters the classroom, what special challenges have been

identified; i.e., student behavior, faculty
response, or other human factors?

colleget webpage also serve

instructions in case of emergency.

sawT faculty-many have been what we
call "early adopters" of technology in the

ACUTA: If

Student behavior has not been an issue.

vidual faculty choose to take with respect
to any kind o[ class disruption.

centers, an entrepreneurial institute, flower
shop, and automotive technology center.

with industry, which allows us to provide
students with the theoretical and technical
knowledge they will need to become leaders

in their fields.

We have also installed speakers on camsages and

The college supports the measures indi-

vehicles for

pus buildings which can broadcast mes-

Cross: We have an extremely technology

classroom-who have responded very
positively to the integration of technology
into the teaching and Iearning process.

as

notification.

including equine, dairy, and aquaculture

a top-rated student were considering Morrisville and technology were
important to him/her, to what campus
feature(s) would you call attention as you
tried to influence a final decision?

ACUTA: Are there any special technology

initiatives in the planning stages at Morrisville that you'd care to describe for us?
Cross: We are presently finalizing

our

implementation, which
gives us the fastest wireless available in the
world. Student reaction so far has been
802. I 1n wireless

excellent.

Cross: One of the unique features that sets

Thanks to Dr. Cross for taking the time to respond

Morrisville apart from other colleges and
universities is our focus on applied technol-

to our questions. We appreciate his insights and

ogy, and connecting that to real-world

cess story.

ACUTA: With the increase in attention being given-appropriately-to
emergency notification, do you see the
expansion of wireless helping you in your

congratulate him on Morrisville's technology suc-

Morrisville State College

emergency notification strategy for all

campus constituents? What methods are

Situated in the rolling hills of beautiful Madison County, New York, Morrisville features a

currently in place for emergency notification at Morrisville?

unique mix of technology, agriculture, business and liberal arts programs. The college is one of
64 colleges in the State University of New York (SUNY) system, known worldwide for its highquality academic programs, facilities and faculty.

in recent history, including
arld the tragedy at Virginia Tech last

Cross: Events

9lll

year, have changed the context by which all
colleges and universities evaluate security

and emergency management. One of the
cornerstones of good emergency manage-

ment is communication-having a campus-wide wireless network has proven to
be of benefit in those situations because

it

allows our first responders to communicate
with each other and the college community
from any location. The deployment of a
faster wireless netlvork can only enhance

this process, with the ultimate goal of
keeping our college community safe and
informed in the event of an emergency.

Founded in 1908, Morrisville State College is a residential college with eleven residence halls,
state-of-the-art athletic facilities, more than 1,000 acres of farm and woodland, an aquaculture
center and a half-mile standard-bred racetrack. The college is home to the largest undergraduate equine program in the United States.

Morrisville State College offers more than 70 bachelor and associate degree programs and options in diverse areas of study. Unique degree offerings include automotive technology, equine
science, agricultural business development, horticultural business management, and gaming
and casino management.

With approximately 3,300 students,

a

low student-to-faculty ratio and an average class size of

25, each student receives personal attention. The college's diverse student population comes
from each county in New York state, many other states in the nation, and 10 foreign countries.

The college, which The New York Tr'mes referred to as "at the forefront of a technological revolution," has successfully integrated laptop computers and wireless technology into academics
and campus culture. Most recently, the college replaced all telephones in residence halls with
individual cellular phones for students. As a result of its initiatives, the college was ranked
"America's #1 Most-Wired" by Yahoo! Internet Life magazine for two consecutive years.

New Wireless Network lmproves Student Life
Duke Universitv adopts 802.11n technology to expand its wireless capabilities.
Duke University has long been acknowledged for its innorrative use of technology
to enhance campus life. Since 2004, the university has made extensive use of its wireless

network, which covers approximately

70 percent

of its campus presently, includ-

ing classroom buildings, libraries, common
areas, and residenr:e halls. Duke students
use the wireless network to download lecture podcasts, vie'uv recorded and live video,
collaborate on prc,jects and activities, and
even view cable te.levision programming.

Communications Infrastructure group was
recently surprised to find that the campus'
wired ports are going unused-even with
the shared nature and more limited band-

width of the wireless network. Says Miller,
"This showed us that wireless is already the
primary network for many students, and,
therefore, it is important that we look to the
next generation of wireless technology to

provide greater reliability and consistency to
support this growth."
Building the Wireless Network for Higher Ed

Because of the collaboration between Cisco

and Intel, Duke can conduct a broad range
of performance and interoperability tests as
well.

Miller

is pleased

with the early results

of the deployment, which enables users at
the test site to utilize a wide range of highbandwidth applications, including streaming audio and video. Students are further
able to access large data sets and other
course materials much more rapidly using
this new infrastructure.

The expansion of Duke's wireless capa-

bilities is part of a long-term project called
the Duke Digital Initiative (DDI), which
focuses on continually improving the use of
technology in all aspects of campus life. A
key example of this is 802.1 1n technology,
which is being planned for a multimodal
facility that bridge,s classroom, library,
and collaboration spaces. Current tests

in

of

hall are allowing Duke to prepare for these upcoming
802.1 1n

a camp,g5 residence

Given the increased usage and importance

Extending Support and Security Across the

placed on Duke's wireless network, the

Campus

growing portfolio of high-bandwidth applications on the network, and the continued focus on technology in all facets of the
university, the decision to look to a nextgeneration 802. 1 1n network was natural.
Duke had previously deployed its wireless network using a Cisco@ wireless infra-

Although Duke's 802.1ln deployment is
still in its infancy, the university foresees
numerous benefits to the students, faculty,
and staff who use the network every day.
Beyond the improvements in bandwidth,
802. I ln's added reliability and predictabil-

ity support the use of the wireless network
as a primary means of connectivity. Today,

applications such as streaming audio/video
for the classroom, library research, foreign
language laboratories, and the creation,
collaboration, and editing of films for our
annual student fihn festival," says Kevin

structure with Cisco Aironet@ 7242 access
points, Cisco Catalysto 6500 Series Wireless
Services Modules, and Cisco's Wireless Control System for network management. Duke
began testing 802.1 ln as an expansion of
this program In 2007 , first, in a multimodal
Iibrary facility, and then in a residence
hall housing 60 students and faculty. The
1 8,000-square-foot site previously had

Miller, assistant director with Duke's Communications Infrastructure group. "The

limited wireless coverage, so Duke installed
additional infrastructure including Cisco Ai-

underlying network infrastructure must
evolve to address our users'needs, and
802.1 1n is an obvious choice to support the
growth in high-bandwidth applications."

ronet 1250 Series access points, Cisco Cata-

they
reliably utilize a wider range of applications

Iyst 3750G switches, and a Cisco 4400 Series

throughout the campus.

deployments.

"Increasingly, our wireless network is
being used for new, high-bandwidth digital

As a result, Duke has found that its

wireless network is increasingly becoming
the network of choice for students. Duke's
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Wireless LAN Controller to cover the area.
The infrastructure is being tested using Intel

the most common uses of wireless net-

working include e-mail and Web browsing,
but the university looks to establish them
as a platform for more mission-critical
applications over the next few years. As
well, administrators anticipate cost savings
from the new wireless implementation.
Nearly everyone on the Duke campus will
experience greater

mobility-and

ductivity that comes along with

the pro-

it-as

For more information on Cisco solutions for Educa-

tion, visit www.cisco.com/offer/acuta.

Centrino Wireless-N 802.11n modules that
support the wide array of laptops and other
mobile devices connecting to the network.

of Connunications Technology in Higher Education
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Wireless at Syracuse

ln

Lee Badman
Syracuse University

early 2002, Syracuse University (SU) had
much in common with many other schools
when it came to wireless networking. Some
departments and individuals had self-installed
an access point (AP) or two, many people
were asking if "real wireless" was coming to

the costs and delays often associated with work-

campus, and Computing and Media Services
(CMS, since renamed Information Technology

and several truths became evident. Though huge

ing with contracted integrators.

Architecture's students were introduced to
the new four-AP WLAN that authenticated users
through a simple homegrown captive portal that
checked credentials against central LDAP servers,

and 25,000-plus students at SU, wireless's

files were transferred over the new 802.1 lb network by several dozen students (often simultaneously), users were ecstatic about their newfound
portability and connectivity. From the technical
side, great thought was put into proving the

eventual launch was a matter of when, not if.

value ofPower over Ethernet (PoE), the effec-

and Services, or ITS) kicked around how, and
when, to start deploying this relatively new

networking technology. With a dozen colleges

Then the spark came. SU's School of Architecture was offered a donation of APs from
the local Cisco sales rep to provide coverage

in specific classroom areas where premise
wiring was cost-prohibitive (especially since
the building would be completely renovated
in a couple of years). ITS was contacted by
Architecture's computing staff about the notion, and a collaboration was born.
At this point, two particularly important
things happened that would have lasting effects on SU's long-term success with wireless
networking. fim Pampinella, manager of
network communications and wiring, tasked a
staff member with deep radio systems experience to get formal

training on wireless LAN

(WLAN) installations and site survey techniques. At roughly the same time, Steve Leonard, SU's campus security architect, took a

very strong interest in wireless networking and
opted to work very closely with Pampinella's
staff during the early days of wireless, developing security and authentication solutions. This
partnership, the willingness of SU's communications technicians to learn something new,
and the emphasis on formal training on wireless networking set in motion a formula for
long-term self-reliance that would eliminate

of small cells for handling greater user
capacity, and quantifring the cost-effectiveness
of wireless. In this case, everybody came out a
winner. Architecture's support staff were thrilled
to be part of the first sanctioned use of wireless
tiveness

on campus; ITS staff learned firsthand lessons
from deploying a real-world, production WLAN;
and it was done at a fraction of the cost of providing wired ports for the number of students
hungry for connectivity in the covered

;::r:.What was a bit of an experiment rapidly
turned into a boom industry at SU, as demand
for wireless would soon take root. This demand
was fueled by user needs and a very real sense
also taken the wireless plunge.
The Early Days
By late

in 2002,there were some 50 APs in

around a dozen of SU's 300-plus buildings. The
genie was out of the bottle; word was spreading that ITS was "doing" wireless. ITS nurtured
early communications to ensure that informa-

tion spreading on campus was both accurate and
future-minded. As requests came in for wireless
installations, ITS initiated a "please don't install
your own wireless" policy that was marginally
effective.
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the need to keep up with peer schools that had

To keep the various campus groups engaged

with the initiative,

ITS put together a "name the WLAN" contest. Response was impressive, and the exercise helped raise awareness of a new centrally

provided resource. Out of hundreds of entries, then CIO Ben Ware
chose the moniker "AirOrange," and the winning entrant was given
a gift certificate for the campus bookstore.
Meanwhile, a listserv for topics related to campus wireless
networking was set up for quasi-official communications. Key
computing staff were added to the list, and soon many others
joined, until more than 100 personnel from academic areas, facilities planning, physical plant, public safety, and other areas were
actively getting updates related to wireless goings-on at SU. This

method proved effective in that it was nimble and did not require
updates to official support websites to get important information
(such as policy reminders, how-to information, known concerns,
rumor control, tips and hints) to the campus "power users." And

during this early growth period, ITS's planning, installation, and
documenting of wireless cells got better with each new area lit up.

Nothing Stays Simple

With several hundred users now on almost 100 access points, various operational deficiencies began to manifest themselves. From
the system management perspective, every AP added to the overall

count also added to the complexity of firmware upgrades and
system monitoring, as a central management solution had not yet
been funded.
Also, rogue APs became more contentious where self-installed
hardware bumped up against the "official" wireless network.
Security became more of a concern as wireless grew-the early

Air-Orange network had no data encryption, and it was known
that rogues were a fairly signiflcant security issue in themselves. To
boot, all of the first several hundred wireless APs were managed on
the same virtual LAN (VLAN) as wireless users, on the other side
of the homegrown portal appliance that was starting to behave erratically under load (which would occasionally knock users and AP

At the same ti.me,802.1lb was losing favor to the faster new
many of SU's earliest installed
access points were non-upgradeable. AirOrange's administrators
802.1 1g (54 Mbps;) standard, and

were occasionally tasked with costing out a WLAN for buildings
not yet built or urrder heary renovation, without being able to set

foot in them. Enter AirOrange's growing pains.
Knowing that SU was not doing wireless in a vacuum, we kept
fairly vigilant watch on what was happening in the industry and
with other schoolrs. Our problems were similar to those experienced on other campuses, and the industry was responding.
a

To get a better handle on AP management, SU purchased Cisco's Wireless LAN Solution Engine (WLSE). Though not perfect,
the WLSE would provide cost-effective management for hundreds
of APs, and it pro.'.ed that central management was the only way to
go. For estimating, and design where on-site surveys were not pos-

sible, ITS invested in Ekahau Site Survey, which proved to be both
accurate and extremely valuable in "what if" scenario planning
and estimating. TJhe rogue situation was addressed by a ClO-level
policy against self-installed wireless that met with an estimated 90
percent complianr:e. Dissemination of this policy also went a long
way toward spreading the word that not oniy was AirOrange the
preferred wireless network for all users on campus, but it would be
protected by ClO-approved removals of wireless hardware found
interfering. The shaky gateway portal was replaced with new code

(still homegrown), and an IPsec/3DES virtual private network
(VPN) was added as a secure option for wireless connectivity.
Finally,802.11gA.Ps were made the campus standard, and a model
that would accommodate the soon-to-be-released 802.1 1a radio
hardware was chosen for a degree offuture-proofing.
Sustained Growth, [.lew Applications, New lssues

Expansion was thr: hallmark of years three and four of AirOrange's
evolution. The network grew to well over 500 APs, redundancy was
added to key system components, and users were largely happy

with the performance of what had fast become

a

critical campus

resource.
Beyond "general network connectivity;'ITS was asked by SU's
Auxiliary Services group to provide wireless networking for retail
scanners in both the campus bookstore and warehouse. These were

accommodated with unique SSIDs on private network space and
their own security profile. Also, a growing number of buildings
near the campus v,,ere being leased or bought by Syracuse University. Most of these lacked underground fiber or copper for connection to the campus network, so point-to-point wireless bridging
became another card in ITS's wireless deck.
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Meanwhile, it became obvious that most AirOrange users were
not embracing the optional wireless VPN that was provided to
answer concerns with wireless data security. When the choice was
left to users alone, the riskier Web log-in was;'ust deemed easier
than downloading a client. ITS's efforts to explain why the VPN
should be used as the preferred wireless on-ramp wouldn't sway
an estimated 80 percent of users, who could now be counted in
the two-thousand range on any given day. Politically, there was
disagreement on forcing users to use the VPN, so the "you choose"
system remained for some time. With ever-increasing numbers of

both wireless users and APs, IP address space also started to become a concern, as SU's Class B space was fast becoming consumed
by expanding LAN client counts and new wireless APs and clients.
When 802.1 la joined 802.1 1g as standard hardware, ITS standardlzed on Cisco's new I130 AR an 802.1la/g model that would come
to be the most widely deployed AP on AirOrange.
Change of Management, Changes in AirOrange

In 2005-2006, there were significant changes in Syracuse University's senior IT management. New CIO Paul Gandel, associate CIO

Chris Sedore, and manager of network development and design
(NDD) Peter Morissey were key enablers in a rapid expansion
and modernization of the now "aging" AirOrange environment.
New "thin" wireless hardware was hitting the market. There was
speculation that voice over IP (VoIP) would likely be trialed at
some point in the near future-including over the WLAN. A

multimillion-dollar, live-year campus network upgrade plan was
announced to address legacy wiring and switches that still formed
the lion's share of the campus network. Active Directory was roll-

ing out across campus in a coordinated campaign that would touch
all schools and departments. And on other campuses, security
incidents that received media coverage and resulted in dismissals
of senior IT staff were happening with increased frequency. This
proved to be the impetus for a new overall security strategy that
would eventually include wireless.
As these change factors simmered, decisions needed to be made
regarding AirOrange. Was it time for a new security strategy? How
would the almost insatiable appetite for device addresses be satisfied? Were there any compelling reasons to consider a change

in

system hardware devices? And

with mounting demand for wireless
coverage, how fast could the AirOrange network double or triple in
size

to cover all residence halls and other desired spaces?

AirOrange Today

With VPN appliances approaching five years old and a security
posture that was never quite seamless, it was deemed the right time
to consider a migration to 802.lx-based wireless security. The cam-

!

I
I
!

pus rollout of Active Directory (AD) helped make this possible, as

in current and emergent wireless trends for the benefit of campus

AD was a required building block for the desired flavor of
With deficiencies identified in the existing wireless hardware set
for the fast roaming required for any future voice initiatives, ITS

users while continually expanding wireless coverage. There are also

802' 1x.

took a serious look at the leading thin-wireless vendors'offerings-eventually settling on Cisco/Airespace. Primary factors in
this decision were that hundreds of existing installed Cisco APs
could be converted in place to the controller-based LWAPP (thin)
configuration, and that SU has enjoyed well over a decade of solid
Cisco support. It was decided that as part of the Network Master
Plan upgrade, any building renovations (or new buildings) would

inciude robust 100 percent wireless coverage, and any areas that
wanted wireless ahead of the Master Plan upgrades could request
and fund it, and ITS would do all planning and installation.
SU now has well over 1,500 wireless APs, covering an estimated

of existing primary campus areas. Between what's not
yet covered and new buildings being built, it is expected that at
75 percent

least another 1,000 APs

will

can be found on AirOrange

wireless research initiatives afoot in academic spaces that require
coordination and coliaboration with ITS, to ensure that everyone's
interests are protected and that researchers have the environment
they need to prove their theories.

And wireless security is here to stay. ITS is working to convert
as many AirOrange holdouts as possibie to the 802.1x network,
while relegating the original, unsecure version of AirOrange to a
rate-limited guest path to the Internet. Despite some oddities with
802.1x that came with Microsoft Vista and the Macintosh Leopard
operating system, nothing will stop the march toward ubiquitous
wireless data encryption at SU.
Lee Badman is a wireless/network engineer at Syracuse University. This is his

first contribution to the 4CUIA Journal.You can discuss more details about
AirOrange or congratulate him on a job well done at lhbadman@syr.edu.

be deployed. Well over 5,000 clients

during daily peaks, and almost 80

percent are using the new 802.1x service. Looking forward, ITS
expects typical daily client counts

of 8,000-10,000

as

more users

and different types of devices find their way to the ever-expanding
WLAN. To help with the scarcity of IP spaces, all management of

almost 2,000 wireless network devices (access points, controllers,
authentication servers, etc.) is done with private IP space. And
though the controller-based model ITS chose has provided a solid
wireless environment for clients, the jury is still out on whether the
particular system in use for AirOrange can prove viable over the

long run, as it has had its share of bugs and shortcomings.
There are currently five different special-purpose wireless
networks beyond AirOrange, and seven point-to-point wireless
bridges. From a cultural perspective, most new students on campus
fully expect there to be pervasive wireless; indeed, many students
have no idea what a network patch cable is used for, having been

"raised wirelessly." Paula Maxwell, one of ITS's managers for client

support, aptly describes what we've learned about student immersion in the wireless culture: "I always found it interesting that
we focused our energy on putting wireless in the public Sathering
spots on campus first, and left the residential (small) spaces to the
'more secure and faster'existing wired network. Many students
leave their laptops in their rooms all day, and much prefer to use
the wireless network in there, even when it sits right next to the
Ethernet jack in the wall."
Forward March

With looming challenges-802.11n, WiMAX, and other potential
technological paradigm shifts-ITS is working hard to stay sawT
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Expectation versus Experience:
The Realities of Life on the Wireless Road
Mick McKellar

From laptop programs to lectures delivered

and still others in the residence halls. How-

for iPods, today's college student is less wired
and more connected than ever before. In the
not-so-distant past, it was unusual to see anyone with a cell phone (those enormous bricks
with a whip antenna) or a luggable computer
on a campus or in an office. Now, it's rare to
find someone without a cell phone, a PDA,
and a laptop computer on their person or in
the ubiquitous backpack.

Most college and university websites talk
about wireless connectivity on campus as if
it were a universal fact of life. According to
the Campus Computing Project (see info at
www.campuscomputing.net) summary report
of October 2007, "Wireless campus networks
now reach three-fifths (60.1 percent) of col-

half (51.2 percent) in 2006 and just a third (3 l 1 percent)
in 2004." Given this dramatic increase, along
lege classrooms, compared to

with the shrinking

tility of wireless

size and expanding versa-

driving
rollout, and what

devices, what are the

forces behind the wireless

are the actual experiences on the campuses

of

ACUTA members?
We posed six questions to representa-

tives of five ACUTA member campuses to
Iearn the reasons for wireless expansion and
the concerns raised. The five campuses were

classroom, wireless penetrates beyond
coffee shops and study areas. According to

Claire McNicholas, assistant vice president,
Office of Telecommunications at Temple
University, "We have no wireless in the
classrooms to date. Our law school and our
school of business are our biggest wireless
users on the academic campus. Wireless

originally installed as a'cool, convenient network.'It is used in our athletic

was

facility for the media to file their stories
and pictures. It is used within our hospitals
to access various applications such as wireless carts that go into the patient rooms to
access the TDS system (the

main clinical
system where the doctors can order tests),
Hospira (pumps that are used to dispose
medications), and pharmacy (aka Meds)."
Stanford University reports approximately 2,000 wireless access points (APs)

throughout campus, and Swarthmore's
wireless network covers residence halls,
campus buildings, and all high-use outdoor

What is the extent of wireless presence on your

Why did you decide to go wireless?

began with public areas, others in classrooms,
2007

Although not everyone starts in the

Villanova University, Swarthmore College,
Temple University, Stanford University, and
the University of Virginia.

Coverage ranges from about 50 percent to 90
percent on the five campuses. Some campuses

Winter

rapidly to all three areas.

Villanova's network reaches about
of campus, beginning with academic buildings and moving into residence
halls. The University of Virginia's public
areas and dorms are almost all covered.

campus?

40
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areas.

50 percent

What drives such a change on campus? Is
it convenience, cost savings, or consumer
demand? Robert Mays, director of network
and communications at Villanova Univer-

I
!
t
I

sity, said their decision was made on the ba-

installed wireless in the libraries and a few

in the residence halls. The majority of these

of competitive advantage, because they
"instituted a mandatory laptop program

key academic buildings four years ago, we

buildings, unlike the academic buildings,

sis

saw how much

it enhanced the academic

five years ago, and faculty and students

environment by expanding the locations

desired to move in this direction." Conve-

where academic work could be done.

nience, mobility, and consumer demand

Wireless promotes a kind of spontaneous

were all mentioned as reasons for moving

collaborative process among individuals,

to wireless.

whenever and wherever they happen to be."

The rationale cited by Mark I. Dumic, associate director of networking and
telecommunications at Swarthmore College, was particularly compelling. He said,
"Wireless is pretty ubiquitous now in the
off-campus world. Our faculty and students

What were/are the financial considerations?

have an expectation that

ubiquitous on campus

as

it will be fairly
well. After we

Are there sound financial reasons to go
wireless, and are there financial concerns
that haunt the process? Only Swarthmore
College reported a potential cost savings

from going wireless. Dumic said they also
"saw wireless as a way to forestall and

still have Category 3 cabling."
Claire M. McNicholas at Temple Uni-

versity said there could be a direct loss from
the implementation: "We charge for each
data connection, and there could be a loss
of revenue if the schools and colleges want
to implement more wireless APs and move
away from the wired connections." Robert
Mays of Villanova said the university is not
Iooking to save money now, but he foresees
savings in the future.
Others had to look for funding within

their own IT budgets, which brought up

perhaps eliminate a costly recabling project
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What level of support was/is received from

Many departments had set up their own

upper administration?

wireless access points ahead of the official
college project. They didn't particularly

With one exception, upper administration
fully supported the move toward wireless.
Rick Oliver, manager, ITC/Communication
Services, University of Virginia, reported

administration support as very good, from
the top down. Other campuses indicated
that full administrative support may well
have had as much to do with the adminis-

trators'comfort level

as

with the advantages

to the school. "Most of them were already
wireless users, at Ieast while traveling,"
reported Swarthmore's Dumic.

want to invest effort into administering
these devices. And we were concerned
about the weak security in many of them.
Having a centrally managed wireless infrastructure has been a win-win for departments and the Information Technology
Services group."

At Villanova University and the
University of Virginia, the service is very
popular and supported by nearly everyone.
McNicholas reports that although Temple

At Temple University, McNicholas said,
"The wireless network was installed with

from administration, faculty, and

reported, "The customer satisfaction survey
continues to show us that the customer

customer satisfaction has gone up. Custom-

preciative when the project reached them.
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initially attempted to implement WPA2
and found that too many student and
personal laptops were not ready to support
We

with input on

get wireless, and so they were also very ap-

of Comnunratbns

turn-

authentication. Not only does this provide
an improvement in security, it also allows
for the identification of each wireless user.

consistent across faculty, students, and staff.
As we increased the wireless coverage, the

everl.where. In past years, departments
would ask us when their department would

is

year, [Swarthmore] moved from WEP
pre-shared key to WPA using EAP/PEAP

base sees wireless as a key service. This is

Swarthmore students are very appreciative of the expanded service, according
to Dumic. "It's gratifiiing to me to walk
around campus and see them using it

"It

ing into a production network, and people
want it accessible 24x7.We are a one-shift

Dumic reported, "Implementing good
security while minimizing user inconvenience is an important issue. This past

Mark Miyasaki, director, networking systems, in IT Services at Stanford University,

this past year."

Support is a pressing issue at Temple,
also. According to McNicholas,

don't have enough staft," McNicholas said.

students, faculty, and staff?

areas

staff and Iearning the technology differences between wired and wireless networks.

do the physical coverage surveys. We just

What level of acceptance has there been from

in key outdoor

University mentioned two major concerns:
supporting two networks with the same

administrative data. Guest access and
security are major considerations. "One of
the issues that slows us down on deploying
more wireless is the actual time it takes to

get to on the wired network."

which areas they would like to have wireless
coverage expanded into. As a result, we have
put efforts into increasing wireless coverage

upgrade, and maintenance of a large number of APs, and Robert Mays of Villanova

access

staff that they be allowed to access everything on the wireless network that they can

ers continue to provide us

At the University of Virginia, Rick
Oliver pointed toward the installation,

operation." She said that they want faster
speeds, and they want to make it easy to
get on; but the university has a mandate
to keep it secure if it is going to be able to

restrictions on what students, faculty, and
others could access. Now we are receiving
requests

issues unresolved that would have impact
on the continued rollout of wireless?

faculty, staff, and students like the wireless
network, they "do not understand why it is

that. Even with WPA, there have been a
few computers that needed hardware or

restricted and why the speeds don't equal
those of the wired connections."

software upgrades in order to connect. This
kind of initial confusion and inconvenience
comes with increased security.

What do you see as the most pressing issues facing those implementing wireless on
campus?

With all the positive feedback on implementation and the nearly universal support
for wireless on campus, were there pressing

Technology in Higher Education

"We also eliminated open access for
visitors and required them to register for
a guest account. This also creates some
inconvenience for people. We have allowed
a number of departments, including
Admissions, to create guest accounts at

convenient locations for visitors. In our

many challenges to be met in the drir.e

implen-rentation, Windons users must first

connect everyone all the time. Or-re has to

install a securit,v certificate on their laptops
via a flash drir,e or by connecting to the
network r.vith a u,ired corlnectiorl. Getting
infornration out to users and assisting tl-rem
r'vith the process at the beginr.rir.rg of the
academic ,vear added to the rvork of our
help desk. \\re also use llradford Campus

consider if being connected 24 x 7 x 365 is

Manager to scan nerv rvireless corrputers

for inforrnation safety. Will

tcr

good thing. Should the lirst tl-ring a student
does upon rising in the

morning be to log

nance needs?

r.r,e

are

Mick McKellar, retired from Michigan Technological

Securit,v issues

residence halls."

between the need for access and the need
1eve1s

demands and netr.vork securitt, and mainte-

irrevocably on the lvireless road.

As these experiences also shou,', open

and enforce virus protection policies in tl-re

Dumic said that many

a

answers to these questions because

doors arc an ir-rvitation to criminals as u.e11
as clients, and to hackers as rvell as heroes.
fr,rel the

departments

I believe that we u,ill discover the

in to check ermail and instant messaging?
Can one be too connected?

u,ill likel,v

Il'

ever har.e enough staff to meet consumer

conflict

University, is a freelance writer and frequent con-

tributor to lhe ACUTA Journal. Reach him at Mick@
pasty.net.

v

r'vith differ-

ent vendors'products must r'vork together
seamlessly: rvireless card drivers, Wir-rdon,s

or Mac rvireless supplicants, rvireless
controllers, RADIUS ser\.ers, and Active Director,v. "No matter how n-ruch testing ,vou
do, expect some issues to surfhce with the
volume and r.ariety of laptops on campus
rvhen y,,u go live,'he said.

According to Mays, "The rviring infrastructure needed to support the access
points could be a major issue for many
campus environments. For Stanford,

continue to struggle rvith improving
fbr certain indoor areas,
mainly due to challenges in provisiuning
the lviring infrastructure to the locatiorrs
rvhere access points need to be mounted.
u,e

Whot do oirports, Coost G-ord ships. industriol
worehouses, monufociuring plonts, doiry forms, cor ois

u,ireless coverage

ond computer rooms hove in common? NOISE! Don't
mlss ony importont colls. With the Stinger Ringer, you'll
gei the best loud telephone ringer in the industry.
The Stinger Ringer

This is a common issue r,r.ith many of our
older building structures. We've also faced
challenges in rnan,v of our student residence
areas because the

a challenge

operotes from the

get your otiention in most noisy environments

building architecture

The

did not lend itself well to provide n,ireless service.

Model 196

telephone ine, no externol power required. With o
) 10dbo output, indoor/outdoor usoge, the 196 will

11

Model I98

some I'= '
24vdc f s-- -. .t

Ringer gives you the

Odbo outpui, bul operotes [rom

ond o contoct closure. Applicotions include
ooorbel,s, securir/ olorms. key systerrs ond

Outdoor area coverage is also
in maintainir-rg tl-re aesthetics

PBXs.

compliment the Stinger Ringers for multiple line

use,

of the campus buildings while having the
access points situated so that good coverage

To

can be provided."

Set the hest and the toudest

A Few More Thoughts

Stinger Ringer, trusted for ouer 18 Uears.

As the eclectic experiences of these manag-

see

Model I73 on our web site.
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ers, administrators, and olflcials demon-

strate, lvireless may appear to be ubiquitous, but it is not uniform, and there are

I
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niversity of Cincinnati

UC Mobile Project
One mission of the University of
Cincinnati's Network and Telecom-

munications Services (NTS) division
is to keep pace with its community's
needs for a mobility solution that
allows for increased productivity and
quality of life for students, faculty,
and staff.

Diana Noelcke acceptecl the certificate for
University of Cincinnati's honorable men-

tion award in the Institutional Excellence
Award competition at the Annual Conference. On her left is Ricl: Cunningham,
PAETEC, sponsor of the award, and on

her right is Pat Todus,ltCUTA immediate
past president and chair of the Awards

Committee.

Under the direction of Fred Siff, vice
president and CIO, UC Mobile was
designed to provide students with instant access to
academic information as well as a link to quality-of-life services such as the campus police and

integrate the campus voice and data infra-

develop and deliver mobile student applica-

.

bring public Wi-Fi to the campus and surrounding community; and

.

keep

pricing plans competitive to the market.

To deliver on these expectations, UC entered

into

a

partnership with Cincinnati Bell, the local

ILEC. The capital expense to improve the coverage
and infrastructure integration is Cincinnati Bell's,

with

a

commitment to provide 90 percent, 3-bar

coverage across the main campus. The quid pro

quo is the university's subscriber commitments
once this infrastructure build-out is completed,
plus a long term contract commitment.
What's unique about the UC mobile Wi-Fi
initiative is the fact that the infrastructure going

in and around the campus integrates seamlessly
with the university's existing 600-plus on-campus
ACIJTI\ Journal

sity and IBM led the study for The Uptown
Consortium which includes the University of
Cincinnati, Children's Hospital, Tii-Health,
Health Alliance, and the Cincinnati Zoo.

lenge facing institutional IT managers

significantly improve cellular coverage, especially in-building;

tions;

2007

when the Uptown Consortium engaged IBM
to perform a feasibility study for wireless
services for the Uptown area. The Univer-

.

.

Winter

The UC Mobile concept began in April 2005

initiative were to:

structure with the mobile operators'network;

44

Planning, Leadership, and Management Support

The vision was driven by a statement
made by Gartner: By 2008, the greatest chal-

shuttle bus information. The basic goals of the

.

Award Sponsored by PAETEC

surrounding environment one big "hot zone."
Visiting professors and even guests can connect to the free public Wi-Fi.

wireless access points, making the campus and its

of Communications Technalogy in Higher Educatpn

will

be providing access to the disparate (mostly
mobile) devices not owned, controlled, or
even managed by the institution. (Gartner

Predicts, 2005) At UC our goal is to get ahead

of this challenge and, more broadly, meet it
in our larger community through leveraging
partnerships to create a wireless community
that raises the quality of learning, working,
playing, and living in Uptown Cincinnati.
The strategy of the study was to evaluate
the technical and business cases for several
models of next-generation mobile voice and
data communications which might fit the
needs and characteristics of

Uptown Cincin-

nati. The technologies being considered were
Wi-Fi, WiMax, and 3G cellular. The objective was to study the feasibility of creating an
Uptown Cincinnati Wireless (UCW) network,
evaluate the requirements and analyze its
potential services, and propose a high-level
design and cost estimate for building the

network to support the mobility of voice and
data services.

With this vision in mind, UC set out to
form a business cost-recovery model for
cellular voice and data services that fully
and transparently integrated cellular and
traditional wired telephony services to the
point that the two systems functionally
appear as one service. UC expected cellular

providing nextgeneration voice services to its campus
communities. We believed that as smart
phone devices became smarter, gaining extensibility and features, we would anticipate
a significant increase in mobile data appliservices to be critical to

cations and services and a migration away
from landline services. \Arhile the university
is currently deploying 802.1 1 technologies,
we were especially interested

in exploring

the ability of 3G (Advanced Cellular Tech-

coverage to the entire campus, expansion of
public Wi-Fi around the campus borders,
and integration between the carrier and
UC's voice and data infrastructure that
provided an environment in which the

university could build UC-centric mobile
applications. From strictly an infrastructure
perspective this meant adding three cell
towers, a number of in-building distributed
antenna systems, and integration to the
university's dial plan, e-mail, and unified messaging systems and existing Wi-Fi
deployment.
This infrastructure permitted the
university to create three initial mobile
applications for students. The first was
a safety application designed to provide

public safety operation. The second application evolved from a student focus group
to create a shuttle tracking system for the
Bearcat Tiansportation System. The final
application created text-based alerts for the
university's course management (BlackBoard) system.
UC mobile has support and commitment from all levels of top management,
including UC's President Nancy Zimpher
and CFO, |im Plummer. The institutional
vision is to continually move toward a 24
x 7 wireless campus. President Zimpher
recognizes the UC mobile initiative as
helping to meet the goals within UCl21, the
university's strategic academic plan. (http://
www.uc.edu/reportcard/SeptO6/goal

campus safety assistance to the university's

nology) and future cellular technologies
to augment these 802.1 1 deployments for
our wireless voice, data, and video needs.
We expected to create an open architectural

environment that permitted the end-user
to select his or her mobile device, yet provided an integrated infrastructure between
disparate wireless tech nologies.
The feasibility study conducted over
an eight-week period revealed that a 3G

cellular and Wi-Fi hybrid solution was the
fit for the area. While the

best technology

initial concept was to initiate at a consorlevel, it was always understood that

tium

the Research University would lead the way,

believing that the timing and opportunity
were ready to develop a mobility solution
for the 35,000 students and 14,000 faculty
and staff. During the eight-week engage-

*

ment, more than ninety interviews were
held with vendors from every area of the

telecommunications field, asking "what-if"
and "can this be done?" questions. Based
on those meetings and the knowledge
gained, UC crafted a very detailed RFP.
The feasibility study and RFP resulted

in successfully identifiuing a mobile operator that would deliver 90 percent 3-bar
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In planning for the support of UC Mobile, the Network and Telecommunications
Services division has integrated the new cell
service into all levels of the current support
staff duties with the belief that cellular is

The network is fully redundant throughout
the campus core and distribution layers.

Dual gigabit connectivity connects to every
telecommunications facility on campus.

UCit services over 23,000 active network

just another service we offer, our thoughts

connections. The university uses the State

being to reallocate, rather than expand

of Ohio to provide ISP services to the campus. The WAN inlrastructure integrates
firewall, intrusion prevention system and
intrusion detection system technology to
provide for secure communications and

on current staff as other legacy technologies become less dominant. Beyond the

leadership team, this adaptation is tactically

occurring within the help desk, customer
care, and technically converged staff.
Promotion of Technology and Maturity of Effort

The University of Cincinnati Information
Technologies (UCit) department is responsible for providing voice, data, and other

telecommunications services at UC. The
Network and Telecommunication Services
(NTS) unit within UCit functions as a24x7
on-call operation. The NTS operation has
contracts in place to support any structured
cabling needs for construction projects,
renovations, or major events. The following
provides an overview of the current state
of the telecommunications and network
services at the University.

. Telephony

UCit operates an Astraa Intecom M6880
or the university's PBX system which
currently serves approximately 12,000
landlines. UC owns the local 556 and 558
calling exchanges, totaling 20,000 telephone
numbers. There are two main campus
nodes with external carrier trunks available
from both locations. The external carrier
setup also provides central office diversity.
This permits each individual node location
to operate as a limited backup in the event
of loss of communication between the two
main nodes.
. Internet/Network

UC has an enterprise-class Cisco Gigabit
Network. The network is configured for
DHCP to provide uncomplicated connectivity to personal computers and laptops.

high availability of the Internet service.

UC's current wireless LAN environment is

lb

and 802.1 19 compliant. There are

more than 650 wireless APs installed, fully
integrated with the enterprise-class Cisco
Gigabit Network. More than 5,000 registered devices use the Wi-Fi infrastructure.

.VoIP
The university's unifi ed communication
and VoIP system are currently implemented

in

a

anyone.
The pace of the entire project shifted

into high gear once the RFP was signed
in |anuary 2006 and plans were made to
make our first cell phone available during
Orientation of 2006. Multiple meetings on
marketing, pricing negotiations, technical
integration all needed to happen and be
finalized in a five-month period. Obtaining
branding design approvals, approved pictures, and correct verbiage in all communications on the offers was where a large por-

.wi-Fi
802.1

not have to pay a per-transaction fee to

fault-tolerant fashion. Hardware

tion of time was spent during the project
meetings. Most technologists would say the

technical aspects are easy compared to the

political hoops that must be in alignment
when handling a project of this magnitude.
The team worked very closely with the Admissions/Enrollment offices and other areas
of the institution to get marketing material
in all student handouts for Orientation that
began in Iune of 2006. Flyers were placed
in all student packets and participation oc-

isolation exists, and servers duplicate each
other such that if one server or node fails,
the other server will take over. The redundant unified communication and VoIP
system provides carrier-class dependability

week they were on campus to promote the
Bearcat offers.

and scalability. Ifcalled upon, it can serve

surements

trustworthy substitute to the traditional PBX given nominal intervention.

From a cellular coverage perspective the
University is measuring the RF requirements of 3-bar signal strength (-90db) for

as a

Comparing the UC Mobile project

curred in all key student activities the first

Quality, Performance, and Productivity Mea.

90 percent of the campus. Once the carrier

with what other universities are doing,
the Bearcat phone goes a step further in

acknowledges they believe this is complete,

integrating a carrier and embedded campus telecommunication infrastructures to
enable unique features of a cellular offer.

Utilizing our course management system
of Blackboard and campus PBX dial plan
is unique to the higher education environment. Similar to RAVE's ability to offer
various mobile applications for a fee with
any carrier, the University is positioned to
generate a new revenue stream. However,

IBM is already on retainer to provide a
third-party report to validate this measure.
Specifically, Cincinnati Bell provides the
following reporting metrics with quarterly
reviews.

. The infrastructure shall scale to provide
higher capacity signals to locations at UC
sites, (i.e. more simultaneous users from
on-campus locations). This should be
monitored and reported on a quarterly

with UC Mobile the university owns the
mobile application source code and does
ACUTA Joumal
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crucial.

reports show that call completion rate
and a minimum of 3 bars (approximately
-90dBm) of signal strength within the
defined coverage areas) are not being met.

extended community an integrated hybrid

with students were identified

3G cellular and Wi-Fi environment with

Project leadership strongly believed cus-

limited initial and ongoing investment

.

calculable steps to adopt mobility into its

tomer feedback was essential to meeting
the end users' expectations. We promoted
several online surveys to keep in tune with

everyday business culture.

the needs and expectations. We learned

NTS operates as a $13 million service center within the university financial system,

that what they thought was important to
specific student areas was not what they
really wanted in the cell phone services

The vendor must guarantee "good
reception" (a call completion rate and cus-

tomer satisfactionL with reception) at other
off-campus buildiings in Cincinnati. In addition, vendor should have good reception
in the Greater Cirrcinnati area and generally in the outlying areas within a 150-mile

and reasonable business risk, and is taking

meaning that the unit recharges for its
services with an annual goal to only cost

radius of Cincinnati.

recover its expenses. This model permits
us to subsidize new technology endeavors

.

from mature established rates. The unit

Reports detailing call completion rate,

dropped calls, antl bit error rates for the
"unlimited minutes" will come under quarterly review in conjunction with consumer
experience feedbaLck to ensure that quality

of service parameters are acceptable.
From a contract success perspective we
measure number of subscribers. The terms
of the partnership require the university
to achieve 1,250 subscribers 12 months

following the completion of the infrastructure build-out. This number increases to
5,000 subscribers 24 months following that
finished task.
Mobile application metrics were created
as part of the development process. Accuracy ofshuttle notifications are reported

upon

as

well as monitoring to ensure the

ten shuttle bus routes are delivering global
satellite positioning input during scheduled
times. Initially course management (Black-

Board) alerts were opt-in for both the faculty teaching the course as well as students
enrolled in the course. Metrics showed slow
adoption with faculty, so we modified the
system to default-enable all courses, yet left

it opt-in for students. This increased the
number of text alerts by 50 percent.
Gost, Benefit, and Risk Analysis
We believe the benefits of the UC

has had separate charges for voice and data
since 2000 while establishing a Wi-Fi rate

in 2005.
To kick-start the

initiative there was

an initial direct cost of $400-500K. The
biggest component of this was application
development; however, other expenses can
be

attributed to marketing and leadership

resources. To balance annual operating
expenses we estimate the university needs

to recover approximately $4/month per
subscriber over the long term. This business case was developed in consultation
with Geoff Tiitsch from Vantage Consulting with UC Mobile service being just one
component of a complete recharge model.
We anticipate that by the time our contrac-

tual commitments kick-in, the UC Mobile
business model will be a self-sustaining
service offering.
The university entered into this partnership with Cincinnati Bell anticipating
that the endeavor could potentially fail. To
mitigate risk from a technical and financial
perspective, the university inserted two spe-

cific clauses into the contract. The first was
an obsolescence clause due to this being a
chaotic space. The second was an early exit
clause.

Mobile

Results To Date

endeavor can be quantified by the follow-

ing statement. The university has been
successful in delivering to its campus and
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To get student involvement at the begin-

ning of the planning stages, focus groups
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as

they purchased. We listened and went back
to the drawing board to develop plans
the students said they wanted. One of the
unanticipated challenges discovered in the

online surveys and focus groups was the
number of students that are on a family
plan when they come to campus. Students
knew they were on a family plan, but really
didn't know how much it cost or how many
minutes they were paying for. We planned
to add family plans by September 2007.
This information also led the team to focus
on marketing, connecting, and communicating more to the parents.
The first UC Mobile "Bearcat Phone"
plans were offered to freshmen in fune
2006, during the university's student

orientation sessions. The following August,
UC mobile personal plans were offered to
all faculty and staff. In December 2006 the
plans were made available to all upperclassmen

as

well.

During a presentation of the UC Mobile
program to the university's Board of Tiustees at its lanuary 2006 meeting, Dr. Fred
Siff, vice president and CIO at UC, stated
that he "had wired the campus eight years
ago and now [he] was going to unwire the
campus." The UC Mobile program began
to make that a reality. From dorm rooms to
dining options, campus life is certainly not
what it used to be. And when it comes to
keeping everyone connected, the University
of Cincinnati believes it is leading the way
in its innovative use of technology to enrich
both the learning and the life experiences
of its campus community.

Powe
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video and power over a single wire.
See how easy at www.powerdsine.com.

PowerDsine PoE Systems are now a product line of Microsemi Gorporation
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